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ABSTRACT
Exploratory crystal growth has proven to be a successful technique in the synthesis
of new compounds with desired properties. This method is very versatile and has various
iterations, but results described herein were obtained through flux growth at high
temperatures utilizing mixed alkali halide salts. The tunability of these reactions with
respect to reactant ratios, reaction temperature, heating/cooling rates, metal precursors, and
choice of flux allow for the exploration of phase spaces between a combination of elements
and observation of significantly different products and/or structure types from minor
tweaks.
Most of the research presented in this dissertation describes results that were
attained while exploring phase spaces involving silicates and germanates paired with
transition metals, striving for colorless framework materials. In this thesis the synthesis,
crystal structure determination, and physical property measurements of La8.64W6O30.45Cl,
Ce8.64W5.74O30Cl,

Ln8.33W6O30Cl

(Ln

=

[(Rb6F)(Rb3.1Co0.9F0.96)][Co3.8Ge10.2O30F2],

Pr,

Nd),

[(Rb6F)(Rb4F)][Ge14O32],

Rb2Cu3Ge5O14,

Cs2Cu3Ge5O14,

Cs7Cu2Ge11O27F, [(Cs6F)(Cs3AgF)][Ge12Mn2O32], Rb4Ta2Si8O23, and Rb4Ge5O9F6:Nb.
These new compositions have been studied for magnetic and optical properties, including
fluorescence, fluorescence quantum yield, and radioluminescence, when practical.
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction to Materials Discovery of Complex Oxides
by Flux Crystal Growth Toward New X-ray Scintillators
The society we live in today is more complex than ever before, and our lives revolve
around technology and technological devices on a daily basis. Most users of such devices
take for granted the advanced functional materials within their cell phone, flat panel
displays, video game consoles, or even medical imaging equipment at their doctor’s office.
These advanced functional materials are exhibiting specific properties in order to perform
a specific function required for the device to operate. Extensive competition in every single
one of these industries to make the next best device or be able to cut costs on manufacturing
to increase profit margins, has led to the demand for improvement. This improvement can
come in many ways, by increased performance of the advanced functional materials being
implemented or finding materials which can be produced more easily or with lower costs,
for example. This competition in society can be seen as a positive, to keep pushing the
boundaries of science and not becoming complacent with accepting the way things are and
believing there isn’t a better way. Devices used today in our technology have come leaps
and bounds from where we were in the past couple decades, but there are still numerous
fields which have impending needs for new materials with increased performance. Whether
it be among LED technology to improve color temperature or alternative energy to cut back
on fossil fuel usage heading to solar energy, materials research is as pertinent as ever.

1

One of the primary methods for the discovery of new materials is exploratory
crystal growth using the flux growth method, a technique that the zur Loye group has been
successfully employing to grow single crystals of compounds with new elemental
compositions.1 Flux crystal growth has many advantages over traditional solid-state
synthesis methods, which typical requires large amounts of thermal energy and intimate
mixing to move reagents close together to react and reach a stoichiometric target phase, in
the absence of any leftover starting materials or impurity phases. The flux growth method
allows for the stabilization of “metastable” or kinetic phases which occur at local minima
of an energy phase diagram, as compared to the thermodynamic phases typically resulting
from solid-state syntheses. Other advantages of the flux growth method include the
crystallization of well-faceted single crystals, when conditions are optimized, which allow
for relatively easy structure determination using single-crystal X-ray diffraction, as
compared to the more tedious refinements performed on polycrystalline powders produced
from solid-state reactions. Access to large single crystals is exceedingly important for uses
in optical, electronic, and optoelectronic applications. For example, scintillation detectors
require large, bulk single crystals of a scintillating material to detect high energy radiation.
This chapter will provide an introduction on luminescent and scintillating materials, how
new materials are being discovered, why this research is focused on early-transition metal
containing tetragen framework structures and highlight new materials which were found to
luminesce and scintillate.
The following chapters of this dissertation describe the synthesis and
characterization of new compounds grown as single crystals by the flux growth method.
The flux in this method refers to an inorganic salt which melts at a temperature relatively
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lower than the other reagents, often oxide, chloride, or fluoride precursors. Upon heating
the reaction mixture to temperatures above the melting point of the flux, the flux serves as
a “high-temperature solution” dissolving the other reagents for reaction. The crucial
element for the crystallization of resulting products occurs when the reaction mixture
begins to cool, creating a supersaturated solution where tiny crystallites can nucleate and
grow as the temperature is reduced to back below the freezing point of the flux. The
convenience of most inorganic salts as fluxes allows for the solidified flux matrix to be
readily dissolved in water or another solvent and removed, leaving behind the single crystal
products which are collected using vacuum filtration. High quality single crystals lead
typically to straightforward structure determination and then further exploration of the
physical properties of the products. This dissertation describes the synthesis of several new
oxide and oxyhalide compounds containing lanthanides, transition metal, and main group
elements and their observed properties.
The overarching goal of this work was to discover new materials with exciting
optical properties, particularly photoluminescence and scintillation. Scintillators are
materials which absorb high energy radiation such as X-ray, gamma-rays, and neutrons
and convert it to lower energy photons, which are easier to detect, particularly in the visible
region of the electromagnetic spectrum. Scintillators are important materials used in
numerous applications including X-ray phosphors, positron emission tomography (PET),2
computer tomography (CT) scanners,3 X-ray and neutron detectors,4 and nuclear detection
systems within the Department of Homeland Security. The absorption of the high energy
radiation can be maximized by a material containing elements with high atomic numbers
such as Cs, Bi, and the lanthanides. The first step in the scintillation mechanism involves
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the conversion of the high energy radiation absorbed into electron hole pairs within the
material. Next, the energy associated with the pairs is transferred to a luminescent center,
a species responsible for the resulting light emission, where ground state electrons are
excited to higher energy states. Finally, the excited luminescent ion returns to the ground
state via a radiative process, a photon with energy in the visible region, which we can
observe visually. The radiative process of the final step resembles the process in materials
that luminesce, following excitation by UV light. This means that all materials that
scintillate under high energy radiation also luminesce following relatively lower light
excitation. An important distinction to note is that luminescence does not guarantee
scintillation, in fact, only a small percentage of materials exhibit scintillation.
Typical luminescent materials are made up of a host lattice that contains an element
that acts as the luminescent center, or activator. Common activators include many of the
lanthanides, such as Eu3+, that either occupies a crystal lattice in a fully occupied position
or is doped into a host lattice in a small concentration. The lanthanides are common
activators for several reasons including their high atomic number, which was referenced
previously to increase high energy radiation absorption. Furthermore, there is an ease with
which the lanthanide’s excited states become populated, which is coupled to a high
likelihood of a radiative transition to the ground state. However, due to rising costs
associated with the production of rare-earth-containing materials, a search for scintillation
materials with alternative activation is pursued.
A promising class of materials are known as self-activated luminescent oxides, or
host materials where the activator is the host lattice itself. These materials are said to be
intrinsically luminescent versus a host lattice that is doped with a small percentage of a
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lanthanide element, creating an extrinsic scintillator. Self-activated luminescent materials
mainly consist of a metal with a d0 electronic configuration, including early-transition
metals such as W6+, Nb5+, or Ta5+. These materials can exhibit intense luminescence and
scintillation properties, with MgWO4 being a well-known example.5 Strong charge transfer
from the oxygen atoms to the d0 metal describes this phenomenon, leading to broad
emission across the visible spectrum.
Taking into account these considerations, host structures containing early transition
metals were targeted in the search for new materials with luminescence and scintillation
properties. The host structure itself was designed based on silicates, which create rigid
frameworks and have a favorable band gap (3-5 eV) leading to colorless materials as to
avoid interference during the emission of light in the visible spectrum. Silicates are
naturally occurring and are based on the SiO44- tetrahedral unit. From the single tetrahedra,
resulting oxide materials can be comprised of various units including Si2O7, Si6O18 rings,
among others, leading to chain, ribbon, or tube structures.6 This diversity leads to many
possibilities and combinations for materials discovery, however, the small size of the
tetrahedra only results in corner-sharing silicate units to avoid bringing the Si4+ ions too
close to one another. The small size of the ion also will not likely form as octahedra under
ambient pressure, further limiting possible structure types.
Moving one step down the tetragens column of the periodic table, germanium, like
silicon, forms germanates in similar topologies and sometimes can fully replace silicon in
a structure type. As in silicates, GeO4 tetrahedra are prevalent in germanates but, due to the
increased size of the germanium ion, it is possible to form structures with units of GeO5
trigonal bipyramids and GeO6 octahedra. This distinction, particularly with the possibility
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of octahedra, leads to extensive possibilities and combinations in the formation of
framework host structures combined with other elements. Silicates and germanates were
both explored in this work and the resulting differences in products based on preferred
topologies for the reasons detailed are interesting to observe.
The beginning of this work, Chapter 2, describes results from exploring reactions
between the early-transition metal tungsten with lanthanide elements in a eutectic mixture
of NaCl/CsCl serving as the flux under a reducing environment within a fused silica tube,
evacuated and sealed using an oxygen/methane torch. Chapter 2 covers four new
compounds with compositions of La8.64W6O30.45Cl, Ce8.64W5.74O30Cl, and Ln8.33W6O30Cl
(Ln = Pr, Nd). These compounds represent a series of lanthanide tungsten oxychlorides
that exhibit severe cation and anion disorder of the lanthanide, tungsten, and oxygen sites.
The unexpected level of disorder in the highly ordered nature of a crystal and resulting
inorganic crystal structure is discussed. The magnetic properties of these structures are also
described.
Transitioning toward open reaction systems focused on targeting compounds with
framework structures as colorless materials, several germanate/silicate phase spaces were
explored using mixed alkali chloride/fluoride fluxes in silver tube reaction vessels. This
investigation started by synthesizing a germanate in a cubic structure consisting of a large
germanium oxide framework and the effect of incorporating cobalt into the structure.
Chapter

3

presents

the

compositions

[(Rb6F)(Rb4F)][Ge14O32]

and

[(Rb6F)(Rb3.1Co0.9F0.96)][Co3.8Ge10.2O30F2] that were synthesized as single crystals.
Interestingly, intrinsic luminescence was observed in [(Rb6F)(Rb4F)][Ge14O32] without the
presence of a luminescent center, or activator in the structure. The next several chapters
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report findings from introducing other transition metals including copper, manganese,
niobium, and tantalum to this system. Chapter 4 presents three copper germanate
compounds with compositions Cs7Cu2Ge11O27F, Rb2Cu3Ge5O14, and Cs2Cu3Ge5O14.
Evidence for square planar copper coordination in these structures is discussed, as is their
relationships, via lowering of symmetry, from the cubic germanate framework structures.
Also, [(Cs6F)(Cs3AgF)][Ge12Mn2O32] was synthesized and consists of the cubic germanate
framework with Ge/Mn mixing.
Chapter 5 presents a new tantalum silicate of the composition Rb4Ta2Si8O23 that
was grown as high-quality single crystals. This material was found to luminesce intensely
under UV light exposure and, further, was found to scintillate under X-ray excitation as a
self-activated scintillator. The optical properties were investigated by fluorescence and
radioluminescence measurements. Progression from tantalum to niobium and silicon to
germanium led to the discovery of another new X-ray scintillator, Rb4Ge5O9F6:Nb, a
germanate exhibiting significant luminescence and scintillation due to a small doping of
niobium into the structure. Chapter 6 reports on the structure and investigation into the
local coordination environment of the niobium dopant, as well as the optical properties
including luminescence, quantum yield, and radioluminescence measurements.
Overall, this research was performed to investigated phase spaces that were
relatively unexplored and discover new compounds while using experimental design to
induce optical properties in the results. It was shown that the flux crystal growth method
was successful in the discovery of two new self-activated scintillators based on the
presence of d0 early-transition metals within the host structure. In order to evaluate these
materials, and others grown from these methods, for various applications, future studies
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need performed following the synthetic design of bulk single crystals for radiation
detection.
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CHAPTER 2
FLUX CRYSTAL GROWTH OF LANTHANIDE TUNGSTEN
OXYCHLORIDES, La8.64W6O30.45Cl, Ce8.64W5.74O30Cl, AND Ln8.33W6O30Cl (Ln = Pr,
Nd): STRUCTURAL STABILITY IN THE PRESENCE OF EXTREME CATION AND
ANION DISORDER1

1

Carone, D.; Klepov, V. V.; Smith, M. D.; zur Loye, H.-C. Inorg. Chem. 2019, 58, 16831-16837.
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Abstract
A

series

of

lanthanide

tungsten

oxychlorides

with

compositions

of

La8.64W6O30.45Cl, Ce8.64W5.74O30Cl, Pr8.33W6O30Cl, and Nd8.33W6O30Cl was synthesized as
single crystals via a high temperature flux growth method. The reduction of Ce(IV) to
Ce(III) was performed in the synthesis of Ce8.64W5.74O30Cl using Zn metal as the reducing
agent. All four compounds crystallize in the tetragonal space group P42/nmc with a highly
disordered and rather unusual arrangement of Ln(III) and W(VI) cations. The threedimensional crystal structure consists of a complex network of Ln cations occupying
multiple coordination environments, including LnO8 cubes. The level of complexity the
disorder adds to the overall structure was considered using calculations for the total
information content of the crystal. The temperature dependence of the magnetic
susceptibility of Pr8.33W6O30Cl and Nd8.33W6O30Cl was measured, and both compounds
exhibit paramagnetic behavior across the entire 2−300 K temperature range measured.
Introduction
Mixed anion compounds that contain both oxygen and at least one other type of
anion are of significant interest due to the emergence of such materials as potential IR
nonlinear optical materials,1 photocatalysts,2 and chloride ion battery components.3
Differences in ionic radii, valence state, and electronegativity between the different anions
can lead to a synergistic effect, resulting in properties that are not observed in compounds
containing one type of anion; finally, oxychlorides are relatively uncommon mixed anion
compounds.
One rationalization for the limited number of oxychlorides in the literature is the
complication of stabilizing mixed anion compounds under typical oxygen rich reaction
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conditions. While some oxychloride compounds have been synthesized in open systems,
the use of redox neutral sealed systems is one viable synthetic method for obtaining these
compounds. This approach of using the well-known high temperature flux growth method
within sealed silica tubes has proven effective in discovering new reduced oxide and
oxyhalide-type compounds.4–10 Specifically, alkali/alkaline-earth metal chloride melts
within a sealed system have proven to be effective in solubilizing a wide variety of starting
materials and crystallizing diverse oxide and oxychloride compounds.
A limited number of lanthanide tungsten oxychlorides are known, including
LnWO4Cl (Ln = La – Sm)11 and Ln3WO6Cl3 (Ln = La – Sm, Eu, Gd),12 which contain
W(VI) cations in trigonal bipyramidal and trigonal prismatic coordination environments,
respectively. These compounds were initially synthesized as polycrystalline powders
combining LaOCl and WO3 in stoichiometric amounts. Crystals were able to be grown out
of a LiCl flux. Both systems have been recently revisited, and it was found these
compounds can be targeted by combining the respective lanthanide sesquioxide with the
trichloride and WO3, where excess trichloride can act as fluxing agents in solid-state
syntheses.13,14 This present work demonstrates the feasibility of preparing lanthanide
tungsten oxychlorides by dissolution of all oxide precursors in a pure chloride melt. During
attempts to synthesize reduced tungstate compounds, a series of lanthanide tungsten
oxychlorides of the compositions La8.64W6O30.45Cl, Ce8.64W5.74O30Cl, Pr8.33W6O30Cl and
Nd8.33W6O30Cl, was grown out of a eutectic chloride melt.
An intriguing aspect of this work is the observation of the crystallization of complex
structures exhibiting severe anion and cation disorder, a situation that is unlike the expected
“perfect” crystallographic order we typically observe in inorganic crystalline structures.
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The size difference between the oxygen and chloride anions is significant, 1.38 vs 1.81 Å,
and can lead to disorder and structural distortions in cation polyhedra containing both
species. In fact, the degree of disorder can be quite substantial and lead to structures that
are difficult to describe in the absence of detailing the disorder, as cations can be found to
occupy multiple crystallographic locations in more than one type of coordination
environment, as well as more than one crystallographic location in the same coordination
polyhedron (albeit not simultaneously). Such disorder, however, permits the stabilization
of structures and compositions that are unable to achieve a single structural ground state
and that are otherwise unable to readily fit the mixed anion coordination environment
around the cations. An interesting question to consider is what the maximum degree of
disorder can be that nonetheless results in a “crystalline” structure. In this paper, a series
of structures are described that exhibit severe disorder yet form as nicely faceted single
crystals. Herein, we report the synthesis of this new series of lanthanide tungsten
oxychlorides exhibiting extreme cation and anion disorder and report on their structure and
physical properties.
Experimental section
Reagents. WO3 (99.8%, Alfa Aesar) and Zn metal (99.9%, -140 + 325 mesh, Alfa
Aesar) were used as received. La2O3 (99.9%, Alfa Aesar), CeO2 (99.99%, Alfa Aesar), and
Nd2O3 (99.9%, Alfa Aesar) were activated in air at 1000 °C for 12 h and stored in a vacuum
desiccator. Pr6O11 (99.99%, Alfa Aesar) was reduced to Pr2O3 under 5% hydrogen for 24
h at 1000 °C in a tube furnace. NaCl (Certified A.C.S., Fisher) and CsCl (99%, Alfa Aesar)
were dried and stored in an oven at 260 °C.
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Synthesis.

Single

crystals

of

La8.64W6O30.45Cl,

Ce8.64W5.74O30Cl,

and

Ln8.33W6O30Cl (Ln = Pr, Nd) were grown out of a molten NaCl/CsCl eutectic flux mixture.
For the synthesis of La8.64W6O30.45Cl, a combination of 1 mmol of La2O3, 2 mmol WO3, 1
mmol Zn, and 2 g of a NaCl/CsCl eutectic flux was placed inside a fused silica tube. Table
2.1 gives the relative ratios of starting reagents and resulting products for the synthesis of
each compound. In all cases, the tubes were sealed under vacuum using an oxygen/methane
torch. The sealed tubes were placed in a programmable box furnace and heated to 1000 °C
at a rate of 10 °C/min, held there for 24 h, cooled to 450 °C at a rate of 6 °C/h, and then
returned to room temperature by turning off the furnace. Following the reaction, the
chloride flux was dissolved in water, aided by sonication, and the crystals were isolated via
vacuum filtration. Reactions to prepare La8.64W6O30.45Cl yielded a single-phase product,
however, reactions to prepare the Pr and Nd analogs formed alongside Pr2WO6 and
Nd2WO6, respectively. Nonetheless phase pure samples of the Pr and Nd analogs could be
obtained by handpicking the desired crystals. Reactions to prepare the Ce analog always
resulted in pale yellow crystals of NaCe(WO4)2 intergrown with Ce8.64W5.74O30Cl, making
it impossible to isolate a pure sample of the cerium phase.
Single-Crystal X-ray Diffraction (SXRD). Single-crystal X-ray diffraction data
were collected at 300(2) K on a Bruker D8 QUEST diffractometer equipped with an
Incoatec IμS 3.0 microfocus radiation source (MoKα, λ = 0.71073 Å) and a PHOTON II
area detector. The crystals were mounted on a microloop using immersion oil. The raw
data reduction and absorption corrections were performed using SAINT and SADABS
programs.15 Initial structure solutions were obtained with SHELXS-2017 using direct
methods and Olex2 GUI.16 Full-matrix least-square refinements against F2 were performed
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Table 2.1 Respective ratios of reagents and flux in the synthesis of each compound and
resulting product.
Reagents (mmol)

Zn (mmol)

WO3 : La2O3
2:1
WO3 : CeO2
1:1
WO3 : Pr2O3
1 : 0.5
WO3 : Nd2O3
1.5 : 0.5

1.0

NaCl/CsCl
flux
2.0 g
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Product

Color

La8.64W6O30.45Cl

Black

Ce8.64W5.74O30Cl /
NaCe(WO4)2
Pr8.33W6O30Cl /
Pr2WO6
Nd8.33W6O30Cl /
Nd2WO6

Black
Green
Black

with SHELXL software.17 All the structures were checked for missing symmetry with the
Addsym program implemented into PLATON software and no higher symmetry was
found.18 The crystallographic data and results of the diffraction experiments are
summarized in Table 2.2.
The structures of all four compounds suffer from a severe disorder of the metal and
oxygen sites. An attempt to refine the structures with fully occupied positions results in a
model with a high R factor and large satellite residual density peaks. The disorder was
modeled by introducing split sites on the satellite peaks and constraining the total
occupancy of the split site to unity using a free variable. After multiple refinement cycles,
the occupancies were fixed and a final model was refined. In Ce8.64W5.74O30Cl, due to the
presence of a large negative electron density peak on the W2A and W2B sites, their
occupancies were freely refined, resulting in occupancies of 0.7924 and 0.0804 for W2A
and W2B sites, respectively.
Powder X-ray Diffraction (PXRD). Powder X-ray diffraction data were collected
on a Bruker D2 Phaser powder X-ray diffractometer using Cu Ka radiation. The step scan
covered the angular range 5-65° 2q in steps of 0.04°. The experimental and calculated
PXRD patterns were found to be in good agreement, shown in Figures 2.1-2.4.
Energy-Dispersive Spectroscopy (EDS). Elemental analysis was performed on
single crystals using a TESCAN Vega-3 SBU SEM with EDS capabilities. The crystals
were mounted on carbon tape and analyzed using a 20 kV accelerating voltage and an
accumulation time of 1 min. As a qualitative measure, EDS confirmed the presence of W,
O, Cl, and the respective Ln element of each compound. The absence of extraneous
elements, such as the zinc reducing agent, silicon from the reaction vessel, and
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Table 2.2 Crystallographic Data for La8.64W6O30.45Cl, Ce8.64W5.74O30Cl, and
Ln8.33W6O30Cl (Ln = Pr, Nd).

Chemical formula

La8.64W6O30.45Cl

Ce8.64W5.74O30Cl

Pr8.33W6O30Cl

Nd8.33W6O30Cl

Formula weight

2826.01

2782.31

2792.33

2820.07

a, Å
c, Å
V, Å3
ρcalcd, g/cm3
µ, mm–1
T, K

Crystal system

Tetragonal

Space group, Z

P42/nmc, 2

10.0028(3)
12.6806(4)
1268.77(9)
7.397
Radiation (λ, Å)
41.477
300(2)

Crystal dim., mm3
2θ range, deg.
Reflections
collected
Data/parameters/r
estraints
Rint
Goodness of fit
R1(I > 2σ(I))
wR2 (all data)

9.9519(3)
12.5641(3)
1244.35(8)
7.426
42.088
301(2)

9.9498(2)
9.9220(2)
12.4348(3)
12.3728(3)
1231.03(6)
1218.05(6)
7.533
7.689
MoKα (0.71073)
44.252
45.818
300(2)
300(2)

0.06´0.04´0.03
2.593 – 29.994

0.05´0.04´0.02
2.611 – 29.997

0.06´0.02´0.01
2.622 – 36.353

0.06´0.02´0.01
2.631 – 29.997

88375

89428

28743

18857

1023/82/0

1003/69/0

1637/77/0

983/78/0

0.0384
1.180
0.0183
0.0437

0.0362
1.163
0.0266
0.0803

0.0467
1.103
0.0156
0.0315

0.0357
1.208
0.0213
0.0508
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Figure 2.1 Powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD) data of La8.64W6O30.45Cl. 1) Calculated
powder pattern shown in red. 2) Experimental powder pattern shown in blue.
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Figure 2.2 Powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD) data of Ce8.64W5.74O30Cl. 1) Calculated
powder pattern shown in red. 2) Experimental powder pattern shown in blue. Peaks
representative of the NaCe(WO4)2 byproduct are marked with an asterisk.
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Figure 2.3 Powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD) data of Pr8.33W6O30Cl. 1) Calculated
powder pattern shown in red. 2) Experimental powder pattern shown in blue.
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Figure 2.4 Powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD) data of Nd8.33W6O30Cl. 1) Calculated
powder pattern shown in red. 2) Experimental powder pattern shown in blue.
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cesium/sodium cations from the flux mixture, was confirmed within the detection limits
of the instrument.
Magnetic Susceptibility. Magnetic property measurements were performed using
a Quantum Design MPMS 3 SQUID magnetometer. Zero-field-cooled (ZFC) magnetic
susceptibility measurements were performed from 2 to 300 K in an applied field of 0.1 T.
The raw data were corrected for radial offset and sample shape effects according to the
method described in the literature.19
Results and Discussion
Synthesis. Crystals of La8.64W6O30.45Cl, Ce8.64W5.74O30Cl, and Ln8.33W6O30Cl (Ln
= Pr, Nd) were grown out of a eutectic alkali metal chloride flux. Figure 2.5 shows a
scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image and an optical image of selected single
crystals. Chloride melts are known to be suitable solvents for crystal growth of transition
metal oxides and have proven useful for crystal growth in similar systems before.18,19 In
this work a NaCl/CsCl flux was used because of its low eutectic point (486 °C), which
allows for a long liquid range for crystal growth. Crystals of La8.64W6O30.45Cl were initially
discovered using a eutectic NaCl/BaCl2 flux, however, the synthesis was eventually
optimized by employing a NaCl/CsCl eutectic flux, avoiding the formation of side products
containing barium and tungsten. Syntheses of Pr8.33W6O30Cl and Nd8.33W6O30Cl yielded
bright green and pink transparent crystals of Pr2WO6 and Nd2WO6 as byproducts. The
desired crystals were visually easily distinguished and manually picked for physical
property measurement. The objective of this work was to obtain lanthanide containing
oxides with reduced tungsten cations. To achieve this, Zn metal was introduced to the
reactions as a reducing agent, and evacuated silica tubes were used as reaction containers
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Figure 2.5 (Left) SEM image of La8.64W6O30.45Cl and (Right) optical image of
Pr8.33W6O30Cl crystals.
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to avoid air re-oxidation.
Despite the highly reducing conditions, the compositions obtained from single
crystal X-ray diffraction indicate fully oxidized tungsten in all four compounds. The
tungsten site deficiency in Ce8.64W5.74O30Cl, (see structure description section for details),
is charge balanced by the presence of mixed valent CeIII/CeIV cations. Further evidence for
the presence of reduced Ce in Ce8.64W5.74O30Cl is supported by the observed impurity of
NaCe(WO4)2, which contains CeIII cations. The formation of NaCe(WO4)2, which was
found to be intergrown with the target phase, made it impossible to separate the two phases
for property measurements.
A large bandgap in fully oxidized tungsten compounds, which are lacking d
electrons, is consistent with their lack of color, sodium tungstate being a simple and good
example. However, when even a small fraction of tungsten in a compound is reduced to a
lower oxidation state, the partial occupation of 5d orbitals leads to intense deep blue/black
color of such systems. As indicated by the dark color of the studied crystals, tungsten
appears to be in fact slightly reduced, although the associated change in stoichiometry is
not enough to be detected in the single crystal X-ray diffraction data. To investigate the
role of zinc in the formation of the title compounds, a reaction with La was performed
without the addition of Zn. It resulted in colorless crystals of La2W2O9 and no evidence of
La8.64W6O30.45Cl, supporting the presumption that the dark color of the studied crystals
stems from partial tungsten reduction by Zn.
Crystal Structure Description. The title compounds La8.64W6O30.45Cl,
Ce8.64W5.74O30Cl, and Ln8.33W6O30Cl (Ln = Pr, Nd) crystallize in the tetragonal space group
P42/nmc and represent a new series of oxychloride-type compounds. The structure of these
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compounds contains a complex arrangement of lanthanide and tungsten atoms, closely
related to La3NbWO10, which was found to be a superstructure of the fluorite structure.22
These materials differ by the addition of the chloride anion and by severe site disorder
found at crystallographic positions of tungsten, oxygen, and the respective lanthanide
element. The four compounds are listed as having three unique compositions, which result
from slight differences in site occupancies. For this reason, the structure of
La8.64W6O30.45Cl will be described in detail and is depicted in Figure 2.6. The other
compositions are isostructural and only differ due to slight differences in site occupancies.
The crystal structure consists of a framework that is built up of lanthanum in three different
coordination environments, LaO8Cl polyhedra with oxygen disorder, LaO12 polyhedra
severely disordered with La and O atoms, and regular LaO8 cubes. The extensive
connectivity of the La polyhedra is shown in Figure 2.7. Tungsten is found as WO6
octahedra with slight oxygen disorder and disordered WO6/WO7 polyhedra. In this crystal
structure description, the idealized structure is discussed, and the disorder is fully described
in the supporting information section.
La1 forms a nine coordinate LaO8Cl coordination polyhedra in the shape of a
distorted monocapped tetragonal antiprism with oxygen disorder, shown in Figure 2.8, with
La-O distances ranging from 2.542 Å to 2.955 Å and a La-Cl distance of 3.1509(3) Å. La2
is disordered over two positions, La2A and La2B with Cs and C1 site-symmetries, so that
there are three close positions, each of them occupied by La atoms with 24.5 and 33.2%
occupancies. The La2 atoms form, depending on the disordered oxygen sites, as either a
LaO11 or LaO12 irregular polyhedron, as shown in Figure 2.8, with La-O distances ranging
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Figure 2.6 La8.64W6O30.45Cl viewed down the b axis. La1, La2A, La3, W, and Cl are shown
in blue, orange, cyan, grey, and green, respectively. Oxygen atoms, La2B, and select La –
O and W – O bonds are omitted for clarity.
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A

B

Figure 2.7 Polyhedral representation of the lanthanum cation network in La8.64W6O30.45Cl
down the (A) a and (B) b axes. La1, La2, La3, and Cl are shown in blue, orange, cyan, and
green, respectively. Oxygen atoms, La2B, and select La-O bonds are omitted for clarity.
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Figure 2.8 Coordination polyhedra of La1, La2A/2B, La3, W1, W2A, and W2B. La1, La2,
La3, W, O, and Cl are shown in blue, orange, cyan, grey, red, and green, respectively.
Symmetry equivalent oxygen atoms are not labeled.
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from 2.417 to 2.828 Å. A fully occupied La3 site with D2d symmetry is located in a regular
8-coordinate cube polyhedron (Figure 2.8), with uniform bond lengths of 2.501(4) Å.
The W1 site is fully occupied and has an octahedral environment of disordered
oxygen atoms (Figure 2.8), with W–O distances ranging from 1.834 to 2.001 Å. W2 atoms
are disordered over two C2v symmetry positions, W2A and W2B, in a 78:22 ratio. Due to
oxygen disorder, the two sites have different coordination environments and form a
distorted octahedron and distorted trigonal prism for W2A and W2B, respectively. There
are two additional weak contacts between W2B and O4 atoms with a significantly longer
interatomic distance of 2.647 Å. A comparison of the strength of these two contacts and
the other five bonds can be made using Voronoi tessellation.20 The Voronoi polyhedron of
W2 atom (Figure 2.9) exhibits 5 major faces and two small faces, which correspond to the
five bonds and the two contacts, respectively. The area of each of the major faces exceeds
16% of the total Voronoi polyhedron area, whereas the two small faces contribute 5.15%
each to the total area. Such a value serves as an indication that the two contacts occupy an
intermediate state between bonding and nonvalent interactions and, although this cannot
be considered as a valent bond, the interaction plays an important role in the W2B site
coordination. The W1 sites share corners with W2 and themselves (Figure 2.10), forming
perpendicular chains running along the a and b axes, which are then connected through the
La sites into a framework.
Considering the chemical composition of La8.64W6O30.45Cl the oxidation state of W
is +6, as supported by charge balance and bond valence sums.24 Bond valence sum
calculations for W were calculated and found to be 6.01, 6.04, and 5.96 for W1, W2A, and
W2B, respectively. The partial in situ reduction of Ce(IV) to Ce(III) in Ce8.64W5.74O30Cl is
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Figure 2.9 Voronoi polyhedron showing the contribution of the five bonds and two contact
points to the total area of site W2.
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Figure 2.10 Disordered chains of corner sharing W1 and W2A/W2B atoms and
occupancies of W(2A)O6 octahedra versus W(2B)O7 polyhedra, located along the a axis
and perpendicularly along the b axis.
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suggested by charge balance and BVS calculations yielding 3.31 when assuming Ce(III)
for site Ce3, in addition to the observed impurity containing Ce(III).
The degree of disorder in all of the compositions, La8.64W6O30.45Cl,
Ce8.64W5.74O30Cl, Pr8.33W6O30Cl and Nd8.33W6O30Cl, is not unprecedented and a number of
structures are known to exhibit similar disorder. For example, Ce18W10O57, also exhibits
significant disorder, specifically with respect to the tungsten positions, which are
disordered over several crystallographic sites,

6

while Cs2Mn3U6O22, a layered structure,

exhibits partial site occupancies as the crystallographic sites cannot all be simultaneously
occupied for size reasons.25 Clearly, such cation order is not unusual however, in these
cases it was much less severe than the cation and anion disorder observed in the title
compounds.
In order to understand and quantify the level of complexity the disorder adds to the
overall crystal structure of these compounds, calculations for the total information content
of the crystal structures were performed in ToposPro,26 as described by Krivovichev.27 The
total information content of a crystal structure, IG,total (bits/unit-cell), provides a quantitative
tool for comparing inorganic compounds and helps elucidate what is truly meant when
using “complex” to describe a crystal structure. The total information content of the crystal
structure was calculated for La8.64W6O30.45Cl containing all of the observed site disorder
and repeated for an idealized model of the structure with the disorder removed from the
lanthanum, tungsten, and oxygen positions. For the disordered model, IG,total = 538.1
bits/unit-cell compared to an IG,total = 308.2 bits/unit-cell for the idealized model. The
results of Krivovichev’s study of over one hundred thousand crystal structures in the
Inorganic Crystal Structure Database (ICSD) places the disordered La8.64W6O30.45Cl
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structure into the ‘complex’ category and the idealized model into the ‘intermediate’
category, in terms of complexity. A ratio can be considered to compare the two models,
IG,total (disordered) : IG,total (idealized) = 1.75 which shows the introduction of site disorder
almost doubles the complexity of the structure, which, in turn, appears to be necessary for
its stability.
Magnetic Susceptibility. The temperature dependences of the magnetic
susceptibilities of Pr8.33W6O30Cl and Nd8.33W6O30Cl were measured in an applied field of
0.1 T and are shown in Figure 2.11. Considering charge balance in the crystal, the sole
magnetic contribution was expected to come from the Ln(III) cations of Pr and Nd, which
have 2 and 3 f electrons, respectively. Ignoring any contribution from the W(VI) atoms to
the magnetism, leaves only the potential interactions between Ln(III) cations due to the
extensive connectivity of their polyhedra throughout the structure. However, no differences
are observed between zero-field cooled (zfc) and field-cooled (fc) data, and the data reflects
paramagnetic behavior down to 2 K with the sole magnetic contribution from noninteracting Pr(III) and Nd(III) cations. The inverse susceptibility data were plotted at high
temperatures (200-300 K) and follow the Curie-Weiss law. Effective magnetic moments
of Pr8.33W6O30Cl and Nd8.33W6O30Cl are in good agreement with the expected values and
are listed in Table 2.3. While no magnetic transition is detected down to 2 K, Pr8.33W6O30Cl
does exhibit a negative Weiss constant, suggesting the presence of antiferromagnetic
interactions between Pr(III) cations. The inverse susceptibility data of Nd8.33W6O30Cl is
non-linear, but intersects at essentially 0,0.
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A

B

Figure 2.11 Magnetic susceptibility plot for (A) Pr8.33W6O30Cl and (B) Nd8.33W6O30Cl
under an applied field of 0.1 T. c and 1/c are shown in blue and red, respectively.

Table 2.3 Observed magnetic moments (µeff) and calculated moments (µcalc); µcalc were
determined assuming that tungsten is present only in the 6+ oxidation state.
Compound

µeff (µB/F.U.) from C-

µcalc (µB/F.U.)

W fit (200 – 300 K)
Pr8.33W6O30Cl

3.47

3.58

Nd8.33W6O30Cl

3.69

3.62
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Conclusion
Single crystals of four new lanthanum tungsten oxychlorides, La8.64W6O30.45Cl,
Ce8.64W5.74O30Cl, and Ln8.33W6O30Cl (Ln = Pr, Nd), were successfully
synthesized from oxide starting reagents in a pure chloride melt. The in situ reduction of
Ce(IV) to Ce(III) in the cerium compound was achieved by adding Zn metal as a reducing
agent to the reaction mixture. All compounds crystallize in a new structure type which is
stabilized by a highly disordered arrangement of Ln(III) and W(VI) cations. The magnetic
susceptibilities of Pr8.33W6O30Cl and Nd8.33W6O30Cl were measured and display
paramagnetic behavior. The extreme amounts of site disorder observed in these compounds
classifies them as ‘complex’ crystal structures within the ICSD, in terms of their total
information content.
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CHAPTER 3
NEW GERMANATE AND MIXED COBALT GERMANATE SALT
INCLUSION MATERIALS: [(Rb6F)(Rb4F)][Ge14O32] AND
[(Rb6F)(Rb3.1Co0.9F0.96)][Co3.8Ge10.2O30F2]2
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Abstract
Single

crystals

of

two

new

germanates,

[(Rb6F)(Rb4F)][Ge14O32]

and

[(Rb6F)(Rb3.1Co0.9F0.96)][Co3.8Ge10.2O30F2], were synthesized via high temperature
RbCl/RbF flux growth. Both compounds crystallize in the cubic space group F4"3m and
possess the germanium framework of the previously reported salt inclusion material (SIM),
[(Cs6F)(Cs3AgF)][Ge14O32], related to the Ge7O16 zeolitic family. These materials
demonstrate the ability to accommodate a variety of salt-inclusions, and exhibit chemical
flexibility enabling modifications of the framework through incorporation of Co.
Alteration of the salt-inclusion led to intrinsic luminescence of [(Rb6F)(Rb4F)][Ge14O32]
while modification of the framework resulted in an unanticipated Rb/Co salt/inclusion in
[(Rb6F)(Rb3.1Co0.9F0.96)][Co3.8Ge10.2O30F2]. Fluorescence measurements were performed
on [(Rb6F)(Rb4F)][Ge14O32]. First-principles calculations in the form of density functional
theory (DFT) were performed for [(Rb6F)(Rb3.1Co0.9F0.96)][Co3.8Ge10.2O30F2] to elucidate
its electronic and magnetic properties, and stability at 0 K.
Introduction
Salt inclusion materials, or SIMs, have attracted significant attention as potential
nuclear waste forms,1 and although a significant number of structures and compositions
have been reported to date,2–10 their synthesis/discovery is not readily predictable. Most
SIMs have been grown as single crystals out of molten salt fluxes and it has been shown
that the salt inclusion typically consists of elements from the molten flux itself. Hence, by
choosing different alkali and halide species for the melt that has led to one SIM
composition, it is possible to obtain different compositions in a fairly predictable way.
Similarly, one can attempt to modify not the salt inclusion, but the framework itself, by
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adding other framework forming species to the melt. In both cases the energetics i.e., heats
of formation, will ultimately determine the ability to create the target phase. While crystals
obtained from fluxes need to be relatively thermodynamically stable, they may in fact be
metastable structures or compositions whose formation was governed by kinetic and/or
steric factors.
Our group recently discovered and structurally characterized a new germanate
framework SIM, [(Cs6F)(Cs3AgF)][Ge14O32], containing Cs6F and Cs3AgF salt inclusion
species located in the large channels of the framework.11 To further investigate this
structure type and to explore the extent to which the salt inclusion and/or the framework of
the structure could be chemically modified, we explored the synthesis of other germanate
SIMs via flux crystal growth. Specifically, we focused on modifying the salt inclusion and
on modifying the framework. Interestingly, as discussed within, the salt inclusion could
easily be modified and, surprisingly, so could the framework via Co incorporation. The
change in the salt inclusion resulted in intrinsic luminescence, while the cobalt
incorporation resulted in an unprecedented Rb/Co salt inclusion as well as in the presence
of cobalt in the framework itself.
In our previous report,11 we focused on investigating the promising ion exchange
properties of the germanium framework-based salt-inclusion. The Cs structure was found
to undergo successful ion exchange with both K and Rb. In the current effort, a family of
this structure type is created with the successful synthesis of two new compositions: (1) a
Rb salt-inclusion with all germanium framework and (2) a mixed Ge/Co framework with
Rb/Co site mixing. The cubic germanate framework has now demonstrated room
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temperature luminescence in [(Rb6F)(Rb4F)][Ge14O32] and the capacity to incorporate 3d
transition metals in [(Rb6F)(Rb3.1Co0.9F0.96)][Co3.8Ge10.2O30F2].
Experimental
Reagents. GeO2 (99.999%, Alfa Aesar), RbCl (Alfa Aesar, 99.8%), and RbF
(99.1%, Alfa Aesar) were used as received for the synthesis of both compounds. For the
synthesis of [(Rb6F)(Rb3.1Co0.9F0.96)][Co3.8Ge10.2O30F2], CoF2 (Alfa Aesar, anhydrous
powder, 98%) was used as received.
Synthesis. Single crystals of [(Rb6F)(Rb4F)][Ge14O32] were grown out of a eutectic
RbCl/RbF flux. To a cylindrical silver crucible welded shut on one end, 2 mmol of GeO2
were added and covered by 1.70 g of RbCl and 1.30 g of RbF. The silver crucible was
crimped shut and placed upright in a programmable box furnace. The reaction mixture was
heated at 300 °C/h to 900 °C, held at this temperature for 12 h, slow cooled to 400 °C/h at
a rate of 6 °C/h, and then rapidly cooled to room temperature by shutting the furnace off.
The solidified flux matrix was dissolved in hot water, aided by sonication, and the products
were collected by vacuum filtration and dried with acetone. Colorless, irregular blockshaped crystals approaching 1 mm3 in size were obtained in approximately 30% yield along
with large amounts of AgCl, which was removed from the target phase using a concentrated
sodium thiosulfate solution.
For the synthesis of [(Rb6F)(Rb3.1Co0.9F0.96)][Co3.8Ge10.2O30F2], 1 mmol of CoF2
and 4 mmol of GeO2 were layered beneath 3.42 g of RbCl and 2.42 g of RbF in a cylindrical
silver crucible. The reaction mixture was heated at 300 °C/h to 850 °C, maintained at this
temperature for 24 h, slow cooled to 400 °C at 6 °C/h, and then rapidly cooled to room
temperature by shutting the furnace off. Once cooled to ambient temperature, the solidified
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RbCl/RbF flux was dissolved in distilled water, aided by sonication, and the resulting
products were isolated by vacuum filtration. Bright green, irregular block-shaped crystals
approximately 0.3 x 0.2 x 0.15 mm3 in size were obtained in more than 25% yield together
with large amounts of powder.
Single-Crystal X-ray Diffraction (SCXRD). X-ray intensity data from suitable
crystals of [(Rb6F)(Rb4F)][Ge14O32] and [(Rb6F)(Rb3.1Co0.9F0.96)][Co3.8Ge10.2O30F2] were
collected at 301(2) K using a Bruker D8 QUEST diffractometer equipped with a PHOTON
100 CMOS area detector and an Incoatec microfocus source (Mo Kα radiation, λ = 0.71073
Å) [1]. The raw area detector data frames were reduced and corrected for absorption effects
using the SAINT+ and SADABS programs.12,13 Initial structural models were obtained
with SHELXT.14 Subsequent difference Fourier calculations and full-matrix least-squares
refinement against F2 were performed with SHELXL-2018 using the ShelXle interface.15
The data collection covered 100% of reciprocal space to 2θmax = 66.19 and 75.50º, with an
average reflection redundancy of 16.4 and 128.3, for [(Rb6F)(Rb4F)][Ge14O32] and
[(Rb6F)(Rb3.1Co0.9F0.96)][Co3.8Ge10.2O30F2], respectively, and Rint = 0.047 after absorption
correction in both cases.
For both [(Rb6F)(Rb4F)][Ge14O32] and [(Rb6F)(Rb3.1Co0.9F0.96)][Co3.8Ge10.2O30F2]
the pattern of systematic absences in the intensity data was consistent with F-centering, but
showed no screw axes or glide planes. Of the five resulting space group candidates (F23,
Fm3", F432, F-43m and Fm3"m), F4"3m (space group #216) was determined to be the best
choice by the development of the structural model described below.
The structure of [(Rb6F)(Rb4F)][Ge14O32] was refined to an R1 value of 3.08 %.
Any attempt to account for the trace of Ag that was detected by the elemental analysis
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(EDS) did not result in any improvement of the model, suggesting that silver particulates
from the reaction vessel had adhered to the sample used for EDS analysis, making it appear
that silver was present in the sample. Large positive and negative electron density peaks
were observed near the Rb2 site, indicating disorder of this site. To account for the disorder,
the positive electron density peak was assigned to Rb3 site, and site occupancies were
restrained to add up to a single atom. After several refinement cycles, the occupancies of
Rb2 and Rb3 refined to 0.28(3) and 0.16(8) and the R1 value decreased from 3.08 to 1.85%.
The Flack parameter after the final refinement cycle was 0.010(18), consistent with the
correct absolute structure assignment and the absence of inversion twinning.
The structure of [(Rb6F)(Rb3.1Co0.9F0.96)][Co3.8Ge10.2O30F2] is extensively
disordered, involving split and mixed sites. Accurate determination of composition was
limited because of the disorder, and the given compositional uncertainties are likely
underestimated. Considerable difficulty was met in achieving a plausible structural model
under elemental composition constraints. Semi-quantitative elemental analysis results
showed Rb, Ge, Co, O and F as the only significant constituent elements in the crystals,
and the structure was modeled using only those elements. Several refinement models were
considered, none flawless; the best is presented here. The asymmetric unit in F-43m
consists of one pure Rb site Rb(1A)/Rb(1B), one mixed Rb/Co site Rb(2A)/Co(2A), two
mixed Ge/Co sites Ge(1)/Co(1) and Ge(2)/Co(2), one pure Ge site Ge(3), three unique
oxygen atoms O(1)-(O3), one mixed O/F site O(4)/F(4) and two pure F sites F(5) and
F(6A)/F(6B). All cation sites have partial or mixed occupancy except for the
(pseudo)octahedral germanium site Ge(3) (Wyckoff site 16e, .3m site symmetry). The
Ge(3) site occupation factor (sof) refined to 1.003(5) and was fixed at 100% germanium.
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Sites Ge(1)/Co(1) (24f, 2.mm site symmetry) and Ge(2)/Co(2) (16e, .3m symmetry) were
initially refined as germanium. The Ge(2) and Ge(3) sofs refined to significantly less than
100% Ge Ge(1) = 0.888(6) and Ge(2) = 0.953(5), accompanied by a reduction in the R1factor from 0.027 to 0.020. This observation was attributed to mixing of Co(III) onto these
sites. A mixed-site Ge/Co model was judged to be more likely than a Ge/vacancy model.
The sites were constrained to full occupancy and refined to sof Ge(1)/Co(1) =
0.52(3)/0.48(3) and sof Ge(2)/Co(2) = 0.78(2)/0.22(2). Site Rb(1) is split over two
positions, both on site 24g (2.mm symmetry) with refined occupancies Rb(1A) = 0.88(1)
and Rb(1B) = 0.10(1). Site Rb(2) was initially refined as pure Rb, but it was necessary to
introduce cobalt onto this site cluster to account for a distance of 2.24 Å to the 100%occupied site O(4)/F(4). This is certainly unreasonably short for a Rb-O/F distance and
therefore this site must be occupied by a smaller atom for which Co is the most plausible
choice. The Rb part of the site cluster Rb(2A)/Co(2A) is located on site 48h (..m
symmetry), generating three equivalent atoms with occupancies sof Rb(2A) = 0.261(5).
The Co part is located on site 16e (.3m symmetry), generating one site with an occupancy
of sof Co(2A) = 0.224(15). The total Rb(2A)/Co(2A) site cluster occupancy therefore sums
to 1.0 within experimental error, providing support for the unusual Co admixture model.
Three oxygen atoms O(1) and O(2) on site 48h, O(3) on site 16e refined to 100% occupied
within error. The sof for site O(4)/F(4) (site 16e) refined to greater than 100% oxygen but
less than 100% fluorine and was refined as a 50/50 O/F mixture. Site F(5) (site 4d, -43m
site symmetry) refined to significantly greater than 100% oxygen in trials but refined well
as 100% F. The final anion site, F(6), is split over two positions F(6A) on site 4c with 43m symmetry and F(6B) on site 16e. The occupancies of these two sites refined to F(6A)
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= 0.39(4) and F(6B) = 0.13(2). The above model generates an electroneutral composition
of Rb4.51Ge5.10Co2.35O15F1.96 (assuming Co3+). All atoms were refined with anisotropic
displacement parameters except for minor disorder component atoms Rb(1B), Co(2A) and
F(6A)/F(6B). These were refined with a fixed isotropic displacement parameter of 0.025
Å2 for refinement stability. The largest residual electron density peak and hole in the final
difference map are +1.45 and -0.72 e-/Å3, located 1.53 Å from Ge(2)/Co(2) and 0.60 Å
from Ge(1)/Co(1), respectively. The Flack after the final refinement cycle was -0.017(8),
consistent with the correct absolute structure assignment and the absence of inversion
twinning. Charge balance for the compound may be achieved by assigning +1/+4/+3/-1/-1
to Rb/Ge/Co/O/F. Final unit cell parameters were determined by least-squares refinement
of 9092 reflections. Crystallographic and refinement data and selected interatomic
distances for both compounds are provided in Tables 3.1 – 3.3.
Powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD). Powder X-ray diffraction data were collected
on a Bruker D2 Phaser powder X-ray diffractometer using Cu Ka radiation. The step scan
covered the angular range 5-65° 2q in steps of 0.04°. The experimental and calculated
PXRD patterns for [(Rb6F)(Rb4F)][Ge14O32] were found to be in good agreement (Figure
3.1).
Energy-Dispersive Spectroscopy (EDS). Elemental analysis was performed on
single crystals using a TESCAN Vega-3 SBU SEM with EDS capabilities. The crystals
were mounted on carbon tape and analyzed using a 20 kV accelerating voltage and an
accumulation time of 1 min. As a qualitative measure, EDS confirmed the presence of Rb,
Ge, O, F in [(Rb6F)(Rb4F)][Ge14O32] and additionally the presence of Co in
[(Rb6F)(Rb3.1Co0.9F0.96)][Co3.8Ge10.2O30F2]. For EDS spectra, see Figures 3.2 and 3.3.
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Table 3.1 Crystallographic and refinement data for [(Rb6F)(Rb4F)][Ge14O32] and
[(Rb6F)(Rb3.1Co0.9F0.96)][Co3.8Ge10.2O30F2].
Empirical formula

FGe7O16Rb5

Co2.35F1.96Ge5.10O15Rb4.51

Formula weight (g/mol)

1210.53

1171.63

Temperature (K)

301(2)

301(2)

Wavelength (Å)

0.71073

Crystal system

Cubic

Space group

F-43m

Unit cell dimensions (Å)

a = 15.34580(10)

a = 15.2686(14)

3613.84(7) and 8

3559.6(10) and 8

Density (calculated) (mg/m3)

4.450

4.373

Absorption coefficient (mm-1)

24.956

22.982

4368

4250

Crystal size (mm x mm x mm)

0.04 x 0.04 x 0.04

0.20 x 0.18 x 0.16

Theta range for data collection

2.30 to 33.10

2.310 to 37.752

-23<=h<=19, -23<=k<=21, -

-26<=h<=26, -26<=k<=26, -

23<=l<=17

26<=l<=26

12156

69679

740 [R(int) = 0.0468]

1006 [R(int) = 0.0474]

740 / 0 / 46

1006 / 0 / 52

1.071

1.127

R1 = 0.0185,

R1 = 0.0200,

wR2 = 0.0445

wR2 = 0.0514

R1 = 0.0239,

R1 = 0.0238,

3

Volume (Å ) and Z

F(000)

(°)
Index ranges
Reflections collected
Independent reflections
Data / restraints / parameters
2

Goodness-of-fit on F

Final R indices [I>2sigma(I)]
R indices (all data)

wR2 = 0.0474
Largest diff. peak and hole

wR2 = 0.0530
-3

1.001 and -0.797 e.Å
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-3

1.454 and -0.718 e.Å

Table 3.2 Select Interatomic Distances (Å) of [(Rb6F)(Rb4F)][Ge14O32].
Bond

Distance (Å)

F(5) – Rb(1) x6

2.974(3)

F(2) – Rb(2) x4

2.446(16)

Ge(1) – O(1) x3

1.958(3)

Ge(1) – O(6) x3

1.826(3)

Ge(2) – O(3) x3

1.842(3)

Ge(2) – O(4) x3

1.970(3)

Ge(3) – O(3) x2

1.728(4)

Ge(3) – O(6) x2

1.749(4)

Table 3.3 Select Interatomic Distances (Å) of [(Rb6F)(Rb3.1Co0.9F0.96)][Co3.8Ge10.2O30F2].
M(1) = Ge(1)/Co(1) = 0.52(3)/0.48(3); M(2) = Ge(2)/Co(2) = 0.78(2)/0.22(2).
Bond

Distance (Å)

M(1) – O(2)

1.710(3)

M(1) – O(2)

1.710(3)

M(1) – O(1)

1.724(3)

M(1) – O(1)

1.724(3)

M(2) – O(2) x3

1.839(3)

M(2) – O(3) x3

1.966(2)

Ge(3) – O(1) x3

1.827(2)

Ge(3) – F(4) x2

1.955(2)

Ge(3) – O(4)

1.955(2)
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Figure 3.1 PXRD pattern of [(Rb6F)(Rb4F)][Ge14O32].

Figure 3.2 EDS spectrum and SEM image of [(Rb6F)(Rb4F)][Ge14O32].
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Figure 3.3 EDS spectrum and SEM image of [(Rb6F)(Rb3.1Co0.9F0.96)][Co3.8Ge10.2O30F2].
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Fluorescence Spectroscopy. Room temperature emission spectra were collected
on a ground sample of [(Rb6F)(Rb4F)][Ge14O32] at an excitation wavelength of 258 nm
using a Perkin Elmer LS 55 fluorescence spectrometer. For emission measurements the
ground sample was placed inside a 6 mm quartz sample holder. Emission scans were
performed in the 300 – 800 nm range. Excitation spectra were collected in the 200 – 400
nm range at an emission wavelength of 500 nm.
First-principles Calculations. We performed first-principles calculations for
[(Rb6F)(Rb3.1Co0.9F0.96)][Co3.8Ge10.2O30F2] in the form of density functional theory (DFT)
with an on-site Coulomb interaction, i.e., DFT+U, using the Vienna Ab-initio Package
(VASP) code,16, 17 using the projector augmented wave (PAW) method18,19 and generalized
gradient approximation of Perdew, Burke and Ernzerhof (PBE).20 To model the mixing
and partial occupies in the studied compound, we generated super quasi-random structures
(SQS)

with

the

experimentally

proposed

composition

[(Rb6F)(Rb3.1Co0.9F0.96)][Co3.8Ge10.2O30F2], using the mcsqs code provided by the Alloy
Theoretic

Automated

Toolkit

(ATAT)

toolkit.21–24

To

see

if

the

[(Rb6F)(Rb3.1Co0.9F0.96)][Co3.8Ge10.2O30F2] system is thermodynamically stable, i.e., it
breaks the Rb-Co-Ge-F-O convex hull, we compared its formation energy with respect to
Open Quantum Materials Database (OQMD)25,26 convex hull. We used the OQMD
calculations set-up: 520 eV cut-off energy for the plane wave basis set, 10-4 eV energy
convergence criterion, 2×2×2 k-point mesh for Rb4.51Co2.35Ge5.10F1.96O15, and Ueff = 3.3
eV for the Co atoms. We considered the system to be spin-polarized, with high-spin
ferromagnetic (FM) and antiferromagnetic (AFM) (0 μB magnetic moment) ordering of the
Co atoms.27 For calculating the electronic and optical properties we performed more
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rigorous calculations, using 520 eV cut-off energy for the plane wave basis set, 10-6 eV and
10-3 eV/Å energy and forces convergence criteria, respectively, and the same k-point mesh
as the OQMD calculations. The ground state geometries were obtained by relaxing the cell
volume, cell shape and atomic positions.
Results and Discussion
Synthesis.

Crystals

of

[(Rb6F)(Rb4F)][Ge14O32]

and

[(Rb6F)(Rb3.1Co0.9F0.96)][Co3.8Ge10.2O30F2] were grown by an enhanced flux growth
method using metal halide reagents and minimized surface area to volume ratios that has
been developed to encourage the synthesis of mixed anion compounds as well as other
complex germanates, which we previously reported.2, 3, 28–30 The use of mixed alkali halide
fluxes at relatively high temperatures has proven successful for the discovery and crystal
growth of numerous new oxyfluoride and salt-inclusion materials.31–33 The specific
conditions used in this work take advantage of the relatively low melting point of the
eutectic RbCl/RbF system (540 °C) compared to the synthesis and presumed crystal
nucleation temperatures of 850 °C and 900°C for [(Rb6F)(Rb4F)][Ge14O32] and
[(Rb6F)(Rb3.1Co0.9F0.96)][Co3.8Ge10.2O30F2], respectively. It is important to notice that the
synthesis of [(Rb6F)(Rb3.1Co0.9F0.96)][Co3.8Ge10.2O30F2] involves CoF2 as a reagent, instead
of a cobalt oxide reagent, which affects the rate of dissolution in the flux.
Crystal Structure. The title compounds are closely related to the previously
reported salt inclusion phase [(Cs6F)(Cs3AgF)][Ge14O32]11 as all share a large germanium
framework and salt-inclusion components within the 3D channels. The nature of the salt
inclusion in [(Rb6F)(Rb4F)][Ge14O32] and the presence of fluorine in the germanium
framework in [(Rb6F)(Rb3.1Co0.9F0.96)][Co3.8Ge10.2O30F2], however, differentiate the new
compositions from the previously reported [(Cs6F)(Cs3AgF)][Ge14O32].
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The germanium framework structure of [(Rb6F)(Rb4F)][Ge14O32] is derived from
GeO6 octahedra that share edges with one another to form Ge4O16 tetramers. The Ge-O
bond lengths for GeO6 octahedra range from 1.826(3) Å – 1.958(3) Å, in good agreement
for what is observed in [(Cs6F)(Cs3AgF)][Ge14O32]. These tetramers are further connected
through edge sharing to intervening GeO4 tetrahedra to form the overall 3D framework
shown in Figure 3.4. The Ge-O bond lengths in the GeO4 tetrahedra range from 1.728(4)
Å – 1.749(4) Å consistent with the bond lengths in [(Cs6F)(Cs3AgF)][Ge14O32]. The
framework of [(Rb6F)(Rb4F)][Ge14O32] contains large, interconnected channels running
down the a-, b- and c-axis in which the salt inclusion is located. The salt inclusion consists
of tetrahedral Rb4F (Rb-F bond lengths of 2.446(16) Å) and octahedral Rb6F units (Rb-F
bond lengths of 2.974(3) Å) that are located in the channels and arranged to occupy
alternating channels in an NaCl fashion, shown in Figure 3.5. This impacts the size of the
unit cell that consists of 8 cubes (2 x 2 x 2). In contrast, the presence of Ag in
[(Cs6F)(Cs3AgF)][Ge14O32] resulted in the salt inclusions consisting of octahedral Cs6F and
trigonal pyramidal Cs3AgF units.
The structure of [(Rb6F)(Rb3.1Co0.9F0.96)][Co3.8Ge10.2O30F2] is distinct from both
[(Rb6F)(Rb4F)][Ge14O32] and [(Cs6F)(Cs3AgF)][Ge14O32] in that it contains two fluorine
atoms in the framework, causing it to be best described as an oxyfluoride framework. The
structure is composed of mixed Ge(2)/Co(2)O6 and Ge(3)(O/F)6 octahedra. The M-O bond
lengths for the Ge(2)/Co(2)O6 octahedra range from 1.839(3) Å – 1.966(2) Å, which is in
good agreement with Co-O bond distances taking into account partial site occupation by
Ge.34 The Ge-O bond lengths for the Ge(3)(O/F)6 octahedra range from 1.827(2) Å –
1.9552 (2) Å consistent with the bond lengths for six-coordinated tetravalent Ge.35 The
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+

=

Figure 3.4 Germanium oxide framework in [(Rb6F)(Rb4F)][Ge14O32] made up of Ge4O16
tetramers and GeO4 polyhedra. Ge and O are shown in deep blue and red, respectively.

Rb4F

Rb6F

Figure 3.5 Structure of [(Rb6F)(Rb4F)][Ge14O32] highlighting the arrangement of
tetrahedral Rb4F and octahedral Rb6F salt inclusions in the channels. Disordered Rb atoms
of the Rb4F tetrahedra are not shown. Rb is shown in orange, F is shown in green, Ge is
shown in deep blue, and oxygen is shown in red.
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Ge(2)/Co(2)O6 octahedra edge-share to form tetramers that are connected in an alternating
fashion to Ge(3)(O/F)6 octahedral tetramers via corner-sharing through intervening
Ge(1)/Co(1)O4 tetrahedra in all three dimensions of the crystal structure, creating large
channels running down the a-, b- and c-axis. The Co/Ge-O bond lengths in the
Ge(1)/Co(1)O4 tetrahedra range from 1.710(3) Å – 1.724(3) Å. The channels created by
the Co/Ge polyhedral network are occupied by fluoride ions, F(5) and disordered F(6), pure
rubidium Rb(1) ions and, most strikingly, an unusual mixed Rb(2A)/Co(2A) clusters,
shown in Figure 3.6. The arrangement of the Co/Ge- and Ge-based tetramers in the
framework columns is reminiscent of the ABAB stacking sequence in rock-salt. The
complete

pictorial

representation

of

the

crystal

structure

assembly

for

[(Rb6F)(Rb3.1Co0.9F0.96)][Co3.8Ge10.2O30F2] is provided in Figures 3.7 and 3.8.
Photoluminescence.

Figure

3.9

shows

the

emission

spectrum

for

[(Rb6F)(Rb4F)][Ge14O32], which exhibits considerable luminescence at room temperature.
This is in contrast to the previously reported germanium framework SIM,
[(Cs6F)(Cs3AgF)][Ge14O32], which does not luminesce at room temperature. The emission
spectrum of [(Rb6F)(Rb4F)][Ge14O32] consists of one broad peak with a maximum at
approximately 509 nm, consistent with the yellow-green luminescence color observed in
[(Rb6F)(Rb4F)][Ge14O32]

crystals.

The

absence

of

a

color

center

in

[(Rb6F)(Rb4F)][Ge14O32] and the absence of luminescence in the other members of
germanium framework SIMs makes it difficult to make a structural argument for the source
of luminescence in this material that appears to be intrinsic to the framework in the case of
[(Rb6F)(Rb4F)][Ge14O32]. One can postulate that the reactive nature of the fluoride salt in
the flux, in this case toward the silver reaction vessel, creates defects in the
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Figure 3.6 Representations of the (Rb6F) octahedral and (Rb3.1Co0.9F0.96) tetrahedral salt
inclusions in [(Rb6F)(Rb3.1Co0.9F0.96)][Co3.8Ge10.2O30F2]. The F4 anion is part of the
framework and directly bonded to Ge. F5 and F6 are part of the salt inclusion. Fluorine
atoms are green, rubidium atoms orange and cobalt atoms blue.

+

=

Figure 3.7 Assembly of (Co/Ge)O6 and Ge(O/F)6 based tetramers via corner-sharing with
(Co/Ge)O4 tetrahedra forming columns that constituent the cobalto-germanate framework
in [(Rb6F)(Rb3.1Co0.9F0.96)][Co3.8Ge10.2O30F2]. The mixed Co/Ge and pure Ge octahedra are
shown in green and deep blue, respectively. O is shown in red.
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Figure 3.8 Projection of the crystal structure of [(Rb6F)(Rb3.1Co0.9F0.96)][Co3.8Ge10.2O30F2]
down the c-axis. Pure fluorine and pure rubidium sites are depicted as green and orange
spheres, respectively. The mixed green and white spheres represent the mixed Rb/Co
clusters in the channels. The mixed Co/Ge and pure Ge octahedra are shown in green and
deep blue, respectively. O is shown in red.

Figure 3.9 Emission spectrum at an excitation l of 258 nm and optical image of
[(Rb6F)(Rb4F)][Ge14O32] crystals under UV-light.
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[(Rb6F)(Rb4F)][Ge14O32] structure that are too minor or too disordered to be detected by
single crystal structure determinations, yet that lead to luminescent behavior.
Attempts were made to tune the luminescence of [(Rb6F)(Rb4F)][Ge14O32] by
doping it with a small amount of Mn on any of the available Ge sites within the framework.
Reactions were performed as described in the experimental section with the addition of a
small percentage of MnO2. Orange crystals matching the morphology and unit cell of
[(Rb6F)(Rb4F)][Ge14O32] were prepared, however, the presence of Mn was not detectable
in the single crystal X-ray diffraction data and no room temperature luminescence was
observed.
Electronic

Structure.

The

[(Rb6F)(Rb3.1Co0.9F0.96)][Co3.8Ge10.2O30F2]

DFT
structure

calculations
indicate

it

for

relaxes

the
to

two

ferromagnetic states with high spin (HS) and low spin (LS), having magnetic moments of
3.21 and 0.79 μB/Co atom, despite the starting antiferromagnetic configuration of the LS
system. The calculated lattice parameters (Table 3.4) are very close to the experimental
values, with an error < 1%. The LS system is more stable, having a 4.8 meV/atom more
negative energy compared to the HS system. Both systems do not break the OQMD convex
hull with the LS lying 45.8 meV above the convex hull, indicating that these SQS are
metastable. Exploring different SQS might yield a more stable state, however, because the
difference in the SQS is only the atomic order, keeping the same types of bonds, the main
conclusion drawn from the electronic and optical properties, detailed below, would be
almost the same regardless of the used SQS. The band gaps of the HS system are 1.18 and
1.45 eV in the spin-up and spin-down channel, respectively, while for the LS system are
1.08 and 1.38 eV in the spin up and spin down channel, respectively. From the projected
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Table
3.4
DFT
calculated
crystallographic
data
of
[(Rb6F)(Rb3.1Co0.9F0.96)][Co3.8Ge10.2O30F2]. The system relaxed to high spin (HS) and low
spin (LS) states.
State

V (Å3)

a (Å)

b (Å)

c (Å)

β (o)

HS

3539.20

15.2824

15.2824

15.2824

90.0000

LS

3569.97

15.2835

15.2835

15.2835

90.0000
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DOS (Figure 3.10a and 3.10b) the HS and LS system the states at the top of the valence
band come predominantly from O, while the state at the bottom of the conduction band
results from Co, indicating that this compound should behave more like a charge-transfer
semiconductor. The different semiconductor character from CoO is caused by the presence
of Co-F bonds from the Rb/Co clusters in the framework channels. The bonding with F
pushes the Co orbitals to lower energies, decreasing the Co and increasing the O
contribution to the states at the top of the valence band. The adsorption indexes of the HS
and LS systems are almost identical for energies below 3 eV (Figure 3.10d), which arises
from the similarity of the HS and LS DOS proximal to their band gaps (Figure 3.10c).
Conclusion
Germanate

salt

inclusion

materials

[(Rb6F)(Rb4F)][Ge14O32]

(1)

and

[(Rb6F)(Rb3.1Co0.9F0.96)][Co3.8Ge10.2O30F2] (2) were synthesized as single crystals using a
high temperature RbCl/RbF flux method. Both compounds have the germanate framework
observed previously in [(Cs6F)(Cs3AgF)][Ge14O32]. Modification of the salt inclusion with
Rb has led to intrinsic room temperature luminesce of the framework in
[(Rb6F)(Rb4F)][Ge14O32]. Fluorescence measurements show a broad peak with a maximum
of approximately 509 nm, consistent with the yellow-green color observed in the crystals
under UV light. We have also now demonstrated the ability to incorporate other elements
into the framework, in the case of [(Rb6F)(Rb3.1Co0.9F0.96)][Co3.8Ge10.2O30F2].
Incorporation of cobalt resulted in unprecedented Rb/Co mixing within the salt inclusions.
First principles calculations for [(Rb6F)(Rb3.1Co0.9F0.96)][Co3.8Ge10.2O30F2] indicated that
its a metastable phase, where the low spin (LS) state is slightly more stable than the high
spin (HS) state. The DOS indicate that [(Rb6F)(Rb3.1Co0.9F0.96)][Co3.8Ge10.2O30F2] has
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Figure
3.10
Projected
density
of
states
(PDOS)
of
[(Rb6F)(Rb3.1Co0.9F0.96)][Co3.8Ge10.2O30F2] in: a) high spin (HS), and b) low spin (LS) state.
The total DOS, Co, Cs, Si and O PDOS are shown in black, blue, green, orange and red,
respectively.
c)
total
DOS
and
d)
absorption
indexes
of
[(Rb6F)(Rb3.1Co0.9F0.96)][Co3.8Ge10.2O30F2] in HS and LS state, shown in blue and red,
respectively.
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higher charge-transfer semiconductor character, in contrast to CoO, due to the presence of
fluorine in the structure.
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CHAPTER 4
CRYSTAL GROWTH OF NEW GERMANATE FRAMEWORK STRUCTURES:
IMPACT OF THE PRESENCE OF SQUARE PLANAR COPPER SPECIES AND
MIXED Ge/Mn SITES ON THE OVERALL STRUCTURES OF Rb2Cu3Ge5O14,
Cs2Cu3Ge5O14, Cs7Cu2Ge11O27F, AND [(Cs6F)(Cs3AgF)][Ge12Mn2O32]3

3
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Abstract
Single crystals of four new germanate framework structures were synthesized via
the flux growth method. Rb2Cu3Ge5O14 and Cs2Cu3Ge5O14 crystallize in the triclinic space
group 𝑃1" with lattice parameters of a = 6.23840(10) Å, b = 7.175(2) Å, c = 7.8731(2) Å,

a = 82.1540(10)°, b = 71.6150(10)°, and g = 80.7040(10)° for the Rb analog; and a =
6.3626(3) Å, b = 7.2272(3) Å, c = 7.9360(4) Å, a = 82.285(2)°, b = 70.978(2)°, and g =
80.619(2)° for the Cs analog. Cs7Cu2Ge11O27F crystallizes in a new structure that adopts
the orthorhombic space group Pmma with lattice parameters a = 20.0462(4) Å, b =
10.9087(2)

Å,

and

c

=

7.66080(10)

Å.

The

fourth

structure,

[(Cs6F)(Cs3AgF)][Ge12Mn2O32], crystallizes in the cubic space group 𝐹4"3𝑚 with lattice
parameter of 15.5197(4) Å and is structurally related to a Ge7O16 family of zeotypes. The
syntheses and structures of the four compounds are reported. The assignment of square
planar versus octahedral coordination for the Cu2+ coordination sites in this structure type
is commented on, as is the impact of subtle synthetic changes on the formation of the
specific structures in this phase space.
Introduction
As a close cousin to framework silicates, which are constructed from corner-sharing
SiO4 tetrahedra, germanates create additional structural diversity via their ability to take
on, in addition to the expected GeO4 tetrahedra, the less common GeO5 trigonal
bipyramidal and GeO6 octahedral coordination environments. A second important
distinction between germanates and silicates is that GeO5 trigonal bipyramids and GeO6
octahedra, unlike the SiO4 tetrahedra, are able to share edges, which enables germanates to
form in structure motifs that are not accessible to silicates. Capitalizing on these abilities
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of germanium has led to the synthesis of numerous open framework germanates whose
structures are, consequently, often uniquely different from what has been found among
silicates. For that reason, germanates have great utility in the discovery of solid-state
materials in new structure types. Germanium, as a network former, can readily connect to
other elements, such as transition metals, lanthanides, actinides, and even alkali halide
salts, and adopt open framework structures that make them promising candidates for
applications in the fields of phosphors and potential nuclear waste forms with ion exchange
capabilities.1–3
We have been exploring the germanate phase space at relatively high temperatures
via flux crystal growth where, in particular, the use of mixed alkali halide fluxes has
resulted in the formation of single crystals of numerous germanates, including alkali rare
earth germanates,4 uranyl germanate salt-inclusion materials,5 and new members of the
Wadeite and Wadeite related structure types.6,7 In addition, we recently obtained several
alkali

germanate

framework

[(Cs6F)(Cs3AgF)][Ge14O32],8

salt-inclusion

materials

[(Rb6F)(Rb4F)]

with

the

[Ge14O32],

compositions
and

[(Rb6F)(Rb3.1Co0.9F0.96)][Co3.8Ge10.2O30F2].9 In our continued exploration of the alkali
germanate phase space, we investigated the impact of introducing 3d transition metals to
the reaction mixture, resulting in the synthesis of Rb2Co1.85Ge1.15O6,10 Cs2CoGe4O10,11 and
CsFeGeO4.12 In this paper we discuss the discovery of new germanate compositions that
crystallize in new structural modifications when we add copper and manganese to the flux
synthesis, which resulted in framework structures containing square planar copper species
and a mixed Ge/Mn framework salt-inclusion material. The syntheses, structures, and
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optical

properties

of

Rb2Cu3Ge5O14,

Cs2Cu3Ge5O14,

Cs7Cu2Ge11O27F,

and

[(Cs6F)(Cs3AgF)][Ge12Mn2O32] are detailed herein.
Experimental
Reagents. CuF2 (Alfa Aesar, 99.5%), GeO2 (BeanTown Chemical, 99.999%), CsF
(Alfa Aesar, 99%), CsCl (VWR, 99%), RbCl (BeanTown Chemical, 99%), and MnF2 (Alfa
Aesar, 99%) were used as received. RbF (Strem, 99.8%) was also used as received but was
found to be HRbF2 following powder X-ray diffraction analysis.
Crystal Growth. All compounds were synthesized via high temperature flux
growth using mixed alkali halide fluxes. Rb2Cu3Ge5O14 and Cs2Cu3Ge5O14 were
synthesized using 1 mmol CuF2 and 2 mmol GeO2 which were covered by eutectic
mixtures of 14 mmol RbCl/12.5 mmol RbF and 11 mmol CsCl/9 mmol CsF, respectively.
Reagent mixtures were added to a cylindrical silver crucible (1.2 cm D x 5.7 cm H). The
loaded crucible was crimped on top, folded over, and crimped again before being heated
quickly to 900 °C, dwelled at this temperature for 12 h, slow cooled to 400 °C at a rate of
6 °C/h, and finally cooled to room temperature by shutting off the furnace. The solidified
flux was removed by sonication in water and crystals were isolated via vacuum filtration.
Rb2Cu3Ge5O14 was obtained as light blue, narrow plates, shown in Figure 4.1, in nearly
quantitative yield. Cs2Cu3Ge5O14 was found to form as a minor phase, with
Cs7Cu2Ge11O27F being the major phase, and a suitable crystal was isolated for singlecrystal X-ray diffraction.
Cs7Cu2Ge11O27F was synthesized by loading cylindrical silver crucibles with 0.5
mmol CuF2 and 2 mmol GeO2 underneath 11 mmol CsCl and 9 mmol CsF and following
the reaction profile described above. The synthesis resulted in elongated, plate-like
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a
)

c
)

b

0.25 mm

0.25 mm

0.25 mm

Figure 4.1 Optical image of (a) Rb2Cu3Ge5O14, (b) Cs7Cu2Ge11O27F, and (c)
[(Cs6F)(Cs3AgF)][Ge12Mn2O32] single crystals.
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crystals, shown in Figure 4.1, in nearly quantitative yield. Visually, crystals of
Cs7Cu2Ge11O27F appear either dark blue or violet depending on their orientation.
[(Cs6F)(Cs3AgF)][Ge12Mn2O32] was obtained under similar reaction conditions by
combining 0.5 mmol MnF2, 2 mmol GeO2, 9 mmol CsF and 11 mmol CsCl within a
cylindrical silver crucible following the temperature profile described above. The reaction
mixture was sonicated in water after heating and red/orange blocks were collected via
vacuum filtration.
Single-crystal X-ray diffraction. For all compounds, X-ray intensity data from
suitable single crystals were collected at 301(2) K using a Bruker D8 QUEST
diffractometer equipped with a PHOTON 100 CMOS area detector and an Incoatec
microfocus source (Mo Ka radiation, l = 0.71073 Å). The raw area detector frames were
reduced and corrected for absorption effects using the SAINT+ and SADABS
programs.13,14 Initial structural models were obtained with SHELXT.15 Subsequent
difference Fourier calculations and full-matrix least-squares refinement against F2 were
performed with SHELXL-2018 using the ShelXle16 or Olex2 interface.17 Crystallographic
refinement data for all compounds are listed in Table 4.1.
Powder X-ray Diffraction (PXRD). Powder X-ray diffraction data were collected
on a Bruker D2 Phaser powder X-ray diffractometer using Cu Ka radiation. The step scan
covered the angular range 5-65° 2q in steps of 0.04°. Experimental and calculated PXRD
patterns for Rb2Cu3Ge5O14 and Cs7Cu2Ge11O27F are provided as Figures 4.2 and 4.3.
Energy Dispersive Spectroscopy (EDS). Semiquantitative elemental analysis was
carried out using a TESCAN Vega-3 SBU SEM with EDS capabilities. Single crystals of
each compound were mounted on carbon tape and analyzed using a 20 kV accelerating
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Table 4.1 Crystallographic data for Rb2Cu3Ge5O14, Cs2Cu3Ge5O14, Cs7Cu2Ge11O27F, and
[(Cs6F)(Cs3AgF)][Ge12Mn2O32].

Chemical formula

Rb2Cu3Ge5O14

Cs2Cu3Ge5O14

Cs7Cu2Ge11O27F

Cs9AgGe12Mn2O32F

Formula weight

948.51

1043.39

2306.94

2835.02

Crystal system

Triclinic

Triclinic

Orthorhombic

Cubic

Space group, Z

𝑃1#, 1

𝑃1#, 1

Pmma, 2

𝐹4#3𝑚, 4

a, Å
b, Å
c, Å3
a, deg
b, deg
g, deg
Volume, Å3
ρcalcd, g/cm3
Radiation (λ, Å)
µ, mm–1

6.23840(10)
7.1751(2)
7.8731(2)
82.1540(10)
71.6150(10)
80.7040(10)
328.649(14)
4.792
MoKα (0.71073)
23.458

6.3626(3)
7.2272(3)
7.9360(4)
82.285(2)
70.978(2)
80.619(2)
339.10(3)
5.109
MoKα (0.71073)
20.895

20.0462(4)
10.9087(2)
7.66080(10)
90
90
90
1675.25(5)
4.573
MoKα (0.71073)
18.544

15.5197(4)
15.5197(4)
15.5197(4)
90
90
90
3738.1(3)
5.038
MoKα (0.71073)
19.403

T, K

300(2)

300(2)

302(2)

299(2)

Crystal dim., mm3
2θ range, deg.
Reflections collected
Data/parameters/restra
ints
Rint
Goodness of fit
Final R indices
[I>2sigma(I)]

0.12 x 0.07 x 0.07
2.738 – 36.377
28417

0.09 x 0.03 x 0.01
2.725 – 36.284
28713

0.06 x 0.03 x 0.02
2.659 – 33.141
157212

0.04 x 0.03 x 0.03
2.273 – 33.172
83494

3124/113/0

2970/112/0

3064/170/1

752/44/0

0.0441
1.163
R1 = 0.0166
wR2 = 0.0376
R1 = 0.0170
wR2 = 0.0377

0.0424
1.109
R1 = 0.0454
wR2 = 0.1347
R1 = 0.0500
wR2 = 0.1381

0.0571
1.188
R1 = 0.0247
wR2 = 0.0524
R1 = 0.0312
wR2 = 0.0571

0.0359
1.159
R1 = 0.0139
wR2 = 0.0354
R1 = 0.0147
wR2 = 0.0359

R indices (all data)
Largest diff. peak and
hole

1.572 and -1.136 e.Å

-3

8.578 and -3.290 e.Å
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-3

2.112 and -1.793 e.Å

-3

1.100 and -0.963 e.Å

-3

Intensity
Intensity

Figure 4.2 PXRD pattern for Rb2Cu3Ge5O14. Experimental pattern is shown in black and
calculated pattern is shown in red.

Figure 4.3 PXRD pattern for Cs7Cu2Ge11O27F. Experimental pattern is shown in black and
calculated pattern is shown in red.
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voltage and an accumulation time of 90 seconds. As a qualitative measure, EDS confirmed
the presence of the appropriate elements in crystals of Cs7Cu2Ge11O27F and
[(Cs6F)(Cs3AgF)][Ge12Mn2O32] (Figures 4.4 and 4.5), corroborating the compositions
determined by single-crystal X-ray diffraction.
Optical Properties. UV-vis spectra were collected in the diffuse reflectance mode
using a PerkinElmer Lambda 35 UV/visible scanning spectrophotometer equipped with an
integrating sphere. Diffuse reflectance spectra were recorded in the 200-900 nm range on
polycrystalline samples of ground single crystals. Reflectance data were converted to
absorbance via the Kubelka-Munk function.
Results and Discussion
Alkali Halide Flux Growth. The use of mixed alkali halide salts of the fluoride
and chloride variety have proven exceptionally successful in the discovery of complex
silicates and germanates in single crystal form, and were used in the synthesis of the title
compounds

Rb2Cu3Ge5O14,

Cs2Cu3Ge5O14,

Cs7Cu2Ge11O27F,

and

[(Cs6F)(Cs3AgF)][Ge12Mn2O32]. Our flux growth syntheses rely on the relatively low
melting points that can be achieved with ratios of alkali halide salts near the eutectic point,
allowing for a large liquid range for crystal growth. The title compounds of this study were
synthesized as a result of exploring the alkali - germanium phase space in an
oxygen/fluorine-rich environment, while introducing transition metals. From the crystal
growth description, it is notable how strikingly similar the syntheses for each of the title
compounds are, including identical reaction temperatures and heating/cooling rates.
Despite these similarities, slight alterations of reagent ratios and introduction of different
transition metals resulted in the formation of different complex structure types: three
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Figure 4.4 EDS spectrum and SEM image of Cs7Cu2Ge11O27F.

Figure 4.5 EDS spectrum and SEM image of [(Cs6F)(Cs3AgF)][Ge12Mn2O32].
structure types from cesium chloride/fluoride mixtures alone.
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Crystal Structure. Rb2Cu3Ge5O14 and Cs2Cu3Ge5O14 are isostructural and
crystallize in the triclinic space group 𝑃1" with lattice parameters of a = 6.23840(10) Å, b
= 7.175(2) Å, c = 7.8731(2) Å, a = 82.1540(10)°, b = 71.6150(10)°, and g = 80.7040(10)°
for the Rb analog; and a = 6.3626(3) Å, b = 7.2272(3) Å, c = 7.9360(4) Å, a = 82.285(2)°,

b = 70.978(2)°, and g = 80.619(2)° for the Cs analog. These two compositions expand upon
a previous report on the isostructural K2Cu3Ge5O14 by Monge et al.,18 and a comparison of
the lattice parameters of each analog is shown in Figure 4.6. Their asymmetric units consist
of one alkali metal site, two Cu sites, three Ge sites, and seven oxygen sites. Their overall
structure is shown in Figure 4.7a. All three structures contain a germanate layer comprised
of GeO4 tetrahedra and GeO6 octahedra (Figure 4.7b). The layer is formed from Ge4O12
rings consisting of two independent GeO4 tetrahedra that are connected through oxygen
atoms of GeO6 octahedra. The most intriguing feature of these structures are the chains of
copper polyhedra that connect the germanate layers. For K2Cu3Ge5O14, the authors report
the chains to be made up of edge sharing CuO5 square pyramids and CuO6 octahedra. The
octahedra are elongated with apical bond lengths of 2.286(5) Å, longer than the equatorial
bonds but still within bonding range. Interestingly, in Rb2Cu3Ge5O14 and Cs2Cu3Ge5O14,
the increase in ionic radii from K to Rb to Cs influences the structure to result in an increase
in the interatomic distance between the copper cations and the axial oxygen atoms for both
Cu coordination environments. The detailed interatomic distances are tabulated in Table
4.2.
To help assign an appropriate coordination environment for Cu1 in Rb2Cu3Ge5O14
and Cs2Cu3Ge5O14, interatomic distances between copper and oxygen atoms were used to
calculate bond valence sums. For the rubidium analog, BVS calculations resulted in values
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Figure 4.6 Plot of the lattice constants a, b, and c of A2Cu3Ge5O14 (A = K, Rb, Cs).

a)

b)

Figure 4.7 (a) Overall representation of the crystal structure of Rb2Cu3Ge5O14 viewed
down the a-axis and (b) the germanate layer consisting of Ge4O12 rings connected by GeO6
octahedra. Rubidium cations are shown in orange, copper in turquoise, germanium
tetrahedra in deep blue, germanium octahedra in grey, and oxygen in red.
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Table 4.2 Select interatomic distances for A2Cu3Ge5O14 (A = Rb, Cs) and equivalent
distances for K2Cu3Ge5O14 from Monge et al.
Interaction
Cu1 – O1 x2
Cu1 – O2 x2
Cu1 – O3 x2
Cu2 – O1
Cu2 – O2
Cu2 – O2
Cu2 – O6
Cu2 – O7

K2Cu3Ge5O14
Distance Å
1.9257(50)
1.9848(53)
2.448(5)
1.9217(47)
1.9303(53)
1.9642(52)
1.9613(52)
2.286(5)

Rb2Cu3Ge5O14
Distance Å
1.9232(14)
1.9764(15)
2.5093(16)
1.9183(13)
1.9155(14)
1.9714(17)
1.9558(16)
2.3121(15)
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Cs2Cu3Ge5O14
Distance Å
1.9210(45)
1.9613(50)
2.6504(63)
1.9118(49)
1.9226(49)
1.9928(53)
1.9709(48)
2.3676(57)

of 1.93 and 2.14 for Cu1 when evaluated as square planar and octahedral, respectively. For
the cesium analog, BVS calculations resulted in values of 1.97 and 2.12 for square planar
and octahedral geometry, respectively. Square planar Cu1 coordination environments
produced BVS values moderately closer to 2 in the Rb analog and significantly closer for
the Cs analog, supporting the assignment of square planar Cu2+ in the chains of the Rb and
Cs compositions. For the previously reported K analog, BVS calculations resulted in values
of 1.90 and 2.15 for square planar and octahedral geometries, respectively. These values
are more ambiguous than those for the Rb and Cs analogs, which led to their assignment
as octahedra in the K2Cu3Ge5O14. With these considerations in mind, we model the copper
chains in Rb2Cu3Ge5O14 and Cs2Cu3Ge5O14 as square pyramids and square planar in a 2:1
ratio, shown in Figure 4.8. The connection between germanium rings and copper chains
creates multiple channels occupied by either Rb or Cs cations in 7-fold coordination with
oxygen.
Cs7Cu2Ge11O27F crystallizes in the orthorhombic space group Pmma with lattice
parameters a = 20.0462(4) Å, b = 10.9087(2) Å, and c = 7.66080(10) Å in a new structure
type. The asymmetric unit consists of three Cs sites, one Cu site, five Ge sites, ten oxygen
sites, and one F site. The structural model contains disorder affecting the locations of the
Cs atoms, the F atom, the copper atom, one Ge atom, and two oxygen atoms. For clarity,
this structure description will discuss the idealized structure of Cs7Cu2Ge11O27F; the
disorder is described in detail within the supporting information section. The most
interesting structural feature of Cs7Cu2Ge11O27F is the observance of isolated [Cu2O6]8dimeric units, joining a limited group of existing square planar copper germanates.19–21 The
individual CuO4 units can be connected in various ways, for example via corners, as in
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Figure 4.8 A single copper chain present in Rb2Cu3Ge5O14 emphasizing the 2:1
arrangement of CuO5 square pyramids and CuO4 square planar units. The interatomic
distances between Cu and O atoms for the elongated apical oxygens are provided.
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Sr2CuO322 or via edges, as in Cs7Cu2Ge11O27F and Li2CuO223 creating dimers, trimers, and
infinite chains. The [Cu2O6]8- unit in Cs7Cu2Ge11O27F consists of two edge-sharing
distorted CuO4 square planar units. The Cu–O bond lengths in the idealized model are
1.843(3), 1.933(3), 1.993(4), and 1.956(4) Å, which are in good agreement with the bond
lengths reported for the trimeric [Cu3O8]10- units of K2Cu3Ge4O1224 and for the chains of
CuO4 squares in CaCuGeO4•H2O.25 Each oxygen of the [Cu2O6]8- dimers is shared with a
GeO4 tetrahedron for a total of six GeO4 tetrahedra connected to the dimers. The dimers
are linked through two corner-sharing tetrahedra, creating a zigzag chain oriented along
the c-axis (Figure 4.9). The other four tetrahedra corner share to GeO6 octahedra that are
part of Ge4O16 tetramers. The tetramers are further connected by GeO4 tetrahedra along the
c-axis (Figure 4.10b), in the same fashion as is observed in the cubic germanate framework
structure of [(Cs6F)(Cs3AgF)][Ge14O32] and subsequent analogs reported by our group.8, 9
The Cs7Cu2Ge11O27F framework contains two types of channels occupied by Cs cations.
The large channels created by the space between Ge4O16 tetramers along the b-axis contain
disordered Cs6F octahedral salt inclusion units (Figure 4.10a), matching one of the
inclusions found in [(Cs6F)(Cs3AgF)][Ge14O32]. The overall framework structure with
Cs6F inclusions filling the large channels is shown in Figure 4.10. The second, significantly
smaller channel is created by the presence of the [Cu2O6]8- units and contains isolated Cs
atoms, also shown in Figure 4.10.
[(Cs6F)(Cs3AgF)][Ge12Mn2O32], shown in Figure 4.11, crystallizes in the cubic
space group 𝐹4"3𝑚 with lattice parameter of 15.5197(4) Å and is a new analog of the family
of cubic germanate framework compounds that include [(Cs6F)(Cs3AgF)][Ge14O32],
[(Rb6F)(Rb4F)][Ge14O32], and [(Rb6F)(Rb3.1Co0.9F0.96)][Co3.8Ge10.2O30F2].8,9 The
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Figure 4.9 (top) [Cu2O6]8- dimers in Cs7Cu2Ge11O27F and (bottom) their connectivity
through GeO4 tetrahedra to form a zigzag chain along the c-axis. Copper and germanium
atoms are shown in turquoise and deep blue, respectively.

b
)

a)
Ge4O16
Cs6F

Figure 4.10 Overall structural representation of Cs7Cu2Ge11O27F viewed highlighting (a)
the Cs6F salt inclusion in the large channels and (b) the Ge4O16 tetramers and their
connectivity through GeO4 tetrahedra along the c-axis. The smaller channel filled with
isolated cesium cations is also shown. Cesium cations are shown in orange, copper in
turquoise, geranium in deep blue, fluorine in green, and oxygen in red.
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a)

c)

d)

(Ge0.75Mn0.25)O6

Cs6F

b
)

Cs3AgF

GeO4

Figure 4.11 Structure of [(Cs6F)(Cs3AgF)][Ge12Mn2O32] showing (a) the tetramers built
up of mixed Ge/Mn octahedra, their connectivity through (b) GeO4 tetrahedra to make (c)
the overall framework structure down the c-axis, and d) the octahedral Cs6F and tetrahedral
Cs3AgF inclusions occupying the channels. Cesium cations are shown in orange, mixed
Ge/Mn in deep blue, pure germanium tetrahedra in yellow, silver in grey, fluorine in green,
and oxygen in red.
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asymmetric unit consists of one Cs site, one Cs/Ag site, one Ge site, two Ge/Mn sites, four
O sites, and 2 F sites. The structure consists of clusters of (Ge/Mn)O6 octahedra that
connect to form (Ge/Mn)4O16 tetramers, similar to the all germanium Ge4O16 tetramers
found in Cs7Cu2Ge11O27F. The incorporation of Mn into the Ge octahedral sites of the
framework was determined to be in a 3:1 Ge:Mn ratio. The site mixing between Ge and
Mn is favored by their identical ionic radii of 0.53 Å in six coordinate environments as
tetravalent cations. The M – O bond lengths for the (Ge/Mn)O6 octahedra range from
1.839(3) – 1.966(2) Å consistent with the GeO6 and (Ge/Co)O6 octahedra in previous
reports. The mixed Ge/Mn tetramers are connected in all directions via corner-sharing
GeO4 tetrahedra to form the overall 3D framework. The Ge – O bond lengths in the GeO4
tetrahedra range from 1.742(3) – 1.750(3) Å consistent with previous reports. The
interconnected tetramers and tetrahedra create large channels down the a-, b-. and c-axis
that contain both Cs3AgF and Cs6F salt inclusions, matching those found in the pure Ge
framework of the Cs analog [(Cs6F)(Cs3AgF)][Ge14O32].
UV-vis

Diffuse

Reflectance

Spectroscopy.

UV-vis

diffuse

reflectance

spectroscopy data were collected on ground crystals of Rb2Cu3Ge5O14, Cs7Cu2Ge11O27F,
and [(Cs6F)(Cs3AgF)][Ge12Mn2O32]. The normalized UV-vis spectra for these compounds
are shown in Figure 4.12. They display absorption bands due to d – d electronic transitions
of Cu2+, Cu2+, and Mn4+, respectively. The copper containing compounds Rb2Cu3Ge5O14
and Cs7Cu2Ge11O27F exhibit a broad absorption above approximately 500 nm, which is
consistent with the typical blue copper coloring observed in the crystals.
[(Cs6F)(Cs3AgF)][Ge12Mn2O32] also exhibits a broad absorption band centered at
approximately 475 nm, consistent with the red/orange color of the crystals. The optical
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a)

b)

c)

Figure 4.12 UV-vis optical absorption spectra of (a) Rb2Cu3Ge5O14 (b) Cs7Cu2Ge11O27F
and (c) [(Cs6F)(Cs3AgF)][Ge12Mn2O32].
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band gaps for Rb2Cu3Ge5O14, Cs7Cu2Ge11O27F, and [(Cs6F)(Cs3AgF)][Ge12Mn2O32] were
calculated from Tauc plots (Figure S5) and roughly determined to be 2.4 eV, 2.7 eV, and
1.9 eV, respectively.
Conclusions
Four new germanates were grown as single crystals via the high temperature flux
growth method at 900 °C. Rb2Cu3Ge5O14 and Cs2Cu3Ge5O14 contain chains of edge-sharing
square pyramidal CuO5 and square planar CuO4 polyhedra. Modification of reagent ratios
between copper and germanium led to the formation of single crystals of a new complex
germanate Cs7Cu2Ge11O27F, containing [Cu2O6]8- dimers among a framework consisting
of linked Ge4O16 tetramers. Replacing copper with manganese resulted in single crystals
of [(Cs6F)(Cs3AgF)][Ge12Mn2O32] which transitioned the structure away from having a
unique transition metal site to the 3D arrangement of tetramers containing Ge/Mn site
mixing throughout the framework. These compounds further demonstrate the efficacy of
high temperature flux growth for the discovery of new complex germanate structures.
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CHAPTER 5
SYNTHESIS, STRUCTURE, AND SCINTILLATION OF Rb4Ta2Si8O234
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Abstract
A new tantalum silicate, Rb4Ta2Si8O23, was synthesized as high-quality single
crystals by the high temperature flux growth method. Rb4Ta2Si8O23 was found to exhibit
intense blue luminescence and scintillation as a self-activated luminescent silicate.
Rb4Ta2Si8O23 crystallizes in the triclinic space group P1" with lattice parameters of a =
6.8916(2) Å, b = 7.7669(2) Å, c = 11.0018(3) Å, a = 76.3110(10)º, b = 89.2560(10)º, and

g = 71.8090(10)º. The structure consists of corner-sharing SiO4 tetrahedra forming infinite
ribbons connected by isolated TaO6 octahedra. The synthesis, structure, and optical
properties are reported, notably, bright blue scintillation when exposed to X-rays. The
scintillation of Rb4Ta2Si8O23 was quantitatively evaluated by radioluminescence (RL)
measurements and was determined to be ∼47% of BGO powder.
Introduction
Scintillators are materials that absorb high-energy ionizing radiation, such as Xrays and gamma-rays, and create electron hole pairs. Scintillation is observed when these
excited electrons return to the ground state via a radiative process. Scintillators are widely
used in numerous applications, including X-ray phosphors, positron emission tomography
(PET),1 computer tomography (CT) scanners,2 X-ray and neutron detectors, and nuclear
detection systems by homeland security. Many of the currently used inorganic scintillators
include the doped inorganic halides NaI:Tl,3 CsI:Tl,4 Cs2LiYCl6:Ce,5 covalent oxides, such
as Lu2SiO5:Ce3+,6 Lu3Al5O12:Ce3+,7 and self-activated oxides, such as CdWO48 and
Bi4Ge3O12 (BGO).9 Ideal characteristics of an ideal scintillator, which are application
specific, include a high light yield, a fast response time, moisture inertness, and stability at
high temperatures. The wide variety of uses for scintillators requiring specialized features
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lead to the continued interest in the development of new materials with optimized
scintillation behavior.
One strategy for the discovery of new scintillators with increased performance is
based on the incorporation of certain lanthanides, Ce3+ being the most used activator, due
to their high atomic number and the ease at which their excited states become populated
coupled with their likelihood to follow a radiative decay back to the ground state. Although
a valid strategy, the recent increase in the cost of rare earth elements has motivated the
search for new scintillation materials that do not require the presence of rare earth
luminescent centers. A promising alternative to rare earth activated phosphors are broad
classes of luminescent oxides that are self-activated i.e. intrinsically luminescent. Selfactivated luminescent oxides are comprised of a host lattice typically containing metals
having a d0 electronic configuration, mainly early-transition metals such as Nb5+ or Ta5+,
which can exhibit intense luminescence and scintillation, MgWO4 being a well-known
example.
The crystal growth of new luminescent and scintillating materials via mild
hydrothermal and high temperature flux growth methods has long been used as an efficient
synthetic strategy that has led to the discovery of a large number of such materials,10–13
notably, intensely scintillating rare-earth activated mixed anion silicates Cs3RESi4O10F2
(RE = Y, Eu – Lu),14 and the self-activated oxyfluoride scintillator BaWO2F415 and
Cs10(Nb2O2F9)3F.16 These discoveries have motivated us to further explore these classes of
scintillator materials, in particular, those based on silicate and germanate host structures,
either rare-earth or self-activated, due to their optimal band gap energies and their ability
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to form diverse framework structures capable of incorporating a variety of luminescent
centers.
Herein, we report a new tantalum silicate of the composition Rb4Ta2Si8O23 grown
as single crystals from a high temperature RbCl/RbF flux. This material exhibits broad blue
emission under UV-light excitation at room temperature. Furthermore, Rb4Ta2Si8O23 was
found to scintillate and emit intense blue light when exposed to laboratory X-rays. The
scintillation of Rb4Ta2Si8O23 was studied by radioluminescence (RL) measurements, which
revealed sustained scintillation intensity at 300 ºC and, quantitatively, integral RL emission
of approximately 47% of BGO powder at room temperature.
Experimental
Reagents. Ta2O5 (Alfa Aesar, 99%,), SiO2 (Alfa Aesar, 99.9%), and RbCl (Alfa
Aesar, 99.8%) were used as received. RbF (Strem, 99.8%) was also used as received,
although found to be HRbF2 by powder X-ray diffraction analysis.
Crystal growth. Single crystals of Rb4Ta2Si8O23 were grown from a mixed alkali
halide eutectic flux. A cylindrical silver crucible (1.2 cm D x 5.7 cm H) was charged with
0.5 mmol Ta2O5, 2 mmol of SiO2, and a mixture of 14 mmol of RbCl and 12.5 mmol of
RbF. The reaction mixture was quickly heated to 900 ºC, held there for 12 h, slow cooled
to 450 ºC at a rate of 6 ºC/h, and finally cooled to room temperature by turning off the
furnace. The solidified flux was dissolved in water, aided by sonication, and the crystals
were isolated by vacuum filtration. Rb4Ta2Si8O23 was obtained as colorless, irregularly
shaped crystals (Figure 5.1) nearing 1mm3 in size, along with AgCl powder, which was
removed using a concentrated
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0.50 mm

Figure 5.1 Optical microscopy image showing representative crystals of Rb4Ta2Si8O23.
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sodium thiosulfate solution. Large crystals of Rb4Ta2Si8O23 were hand-picked for property
measurements.
Single-crystal X-ray diffraction. X-ray diffraction intensity data were collected
on a shard cut from a large single crystal of Rb4Ta2Si8O23 at 299(2) K using a Bruker D8
Quest diffractometer equipped with a PHOTON 100 CMOS area detector and an Incoatec
microfocus source (Mo Ka radiation, l = 0.71073 Å). The crystal was mounted on a
microloop using immersion oil. The raw data reduction and absorption corrections were
performed using SAINT+ and SADABS programs.17,18 An initial structure solution was
obtained with SHELXS-2017 using direct methods and Olex2 GUI.19 Full-matrix leastsquare refinements against F2 were performed with SHELXL software.20 The structure was
checked for missing symmetry with the Addsym program implemented within PLATON
software and no higher symmetry was found.21 The crystallographic data are summarized
in Table 5.1.
Powder X-ray diffraction. Powder X-ray diffraction data were collected on a
Bruker D2 Phaser powder X-ray diffractometer using Cu Ka radiation. The step scan
covered the angular range 5-65° 2q in steps of 0.04°. An overlaid experimental and
calculated PXRD pattern for Rb4Ta2Si8O23 is provided as Figure 5.2.
Optical properties. The photoluminescence spectrum was collected on a powdered
sample of Rb4Ta2Si8O23 at room temperature using a Perkin Elmer LS 55 fluorescence
spectrometer. Emission scans were performed in the 300 – 800 nm range with an excitation
wavelength of 254 nm.
Scintillation. Radioluminescence (RL) measurements were taken using a
customer-designed configuration of the Freiberg Instruments Lexsyg spectrofluorometer
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Table 5.1 Crystallographic and refinement data for Rb4Ta2Si8O23.

Chemical formula

O23Rb4Si8Ta2

Formula weight

1296.50

Crystal system

Triclinic

Space group, Z
a, Å
b, Å
c, Å3
a, deg
b, deg
g, deg
ρcalcd, g/cm3
Radiation (λ, Å)
µ, mm–1
T, K
Crystal dim., mm3
2θ range, deg.
Reflections
collected
Data/parameters/rest
raints
Rint
Goodness of fit
Final R indices
[I>2sigma(I)]

", 2
P1
6.8916(2)
7.7669(2)
11.0018(3)
76.3110(10)
89.2560(10)
71.8090(10)
3.969
MoKα (0.71073)
19.549
299(2)
0.07 x 0.04 x 0.03
2.847 – 29.998

R indices (all data)
Largest diff. peak
and hole
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41821
3134/170/0
0.0362
1.241
R1 = 0.0112
wR2 = 0.0287
R1 = 0.0113
wR2 = 0.0288
0.845 and -0.646
-3
e.Å

Intensity

Figure 5.2 PXRD pattern for Rb4Ta2Si8O23. Experimental pattern is shown in black and
calculated pattern is shown in red.
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equipped with a Varian Medical Systems VF-50J X-ray tube with a tungsten target. The
X-ray source was coupled with a Crystal Photonics CXD-S10 photodiode for continuous
radiation intensity monitoring. The light emitted by the sample was collected by an Andor
Technology SR-OPT-8024 optical fiber connected to an Andor Technology Shamrock 163
spectograph coupled to a cooled (-80 °C) Andor Technology DU920P-BU Newton CCD
camera (spectral resolution of ∼0.5 nm/pixel). A powdered sample filled a ∼8 mm
diameter, 0.5 mm deep cup, thus allowing for relative RL intensity with bismuth
germanium oxide (BGO) powder (Alfa Aesar Puratronic, 99.9995% (metals basis)) used
as a reference. RL was measured under continuous X-ray irradiation (40 kV, 1 mA) with
an integration time of 1 s. RL measurements as a function of temperature were executed
under continuous heating with a 0.5 oC/s heating rate up to 500 oC and a 4 s integration
time. Thus, temperature increased by 2 oC during the acquisition of each spectrum. Spectra
were labeled by the starting acquisition temperature. Spectra were automatically corrected
using the spectral response of the system determined by the manufacturer.
Scintillation images of Rb4Ta2Si8O23 single crystals were taken using a digital
camera inside a Rigaku Ultima IV diffractometer equipped with a Cu Kα source (λ =
1.54018 Å).
Results and Discussion
Crystal Structure. Rb4Ta2Si8O23 crystallizes in the triclinic space group P1" with
lattice parameters of a = 6.8916(2) Å, b = 7.7669(2) Å, c = 11.0018(3) Å, a = 76.3110(10)º,

b = 89.2560(10)º, and g = 71.8090(10)º. The structure is analogous to previous reports on
Rb4(NbO)2(Si8O21) and Cs4(NbO)2(Si8O21) by Kao et al. and Crosnier et al.,
respectively.22,23 The structure of Rb4Ta2Si8O23 can best be described as a ribbon-based
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silicate consisting of SiO4 tetrahedra that are corner-sharing to create Si4O12 units, which
make up the ribbons running along the a-axis (Figure 5.3). There are four
crystallographically unique silicon positions with Si – O bond lengths ranging from
1.5643(16) to 1.6329(15) Å. The ribbons of SiO4 tetrahedra are connected by TaO6
octahedra to form the overall 3D framework structure (Figure 5.4). There is one unique
tantalum position; tantalum is coordinated to six oxygen atoms with bond lengths ranging
from 1.7740(15) to 2.0257(14) Å, with five of the six oxygens sharing corners with the
silicon tetrahedra of the ribbons. The resultant framework contains cavities occupied by
the Rb cations for charge balance.
Optical Properties
Crystals of Rb4Ta2Si8O23 were found to luminesce intensely under short-wave UV
light exposure. The emission spectrum under 254 nm excitation is shown in Figure 5.5,
consisting of one broad emission band centered at approximately 409 nm. This broad
fluorescence in the UV to blue region is consistent with the deep blue color observed in the
luminescent crystals. Blasse et al. also observed significant room temperature
luminescence in the niobium silicates Rb4(NbO)2(Si8O21) and Cs4(NbO)2(Si8O21) with an
emission maximum at 470 nm.24
With strong fluorescence being observed, a primary requirement for a material to
exhibit scintillation, a powdered sample of Rb4Ta2Si8O23 was irradiated by X-rays to check
for emission. Rb4Ta2Si8O23 was further found to scintillate intensely as a nice blue color
and was captured optically (Figure 5.6). The scintillation response of Rb4Ta2Si8O23 in
powder form was investigated under X-ray radiation through RL measurements. Figure
5.7a shows the RL spectra of Rb4Ta2Si8O23 measured between room temperature and
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Figure 5.3 Ribbons of corner-sharing SiO4 tetrahedra which make up Si4O12 units running
along the a-axis.

Figure 5.4 Overall structure of Rb4Ta2Si8O23 viewed along the b-axis. TaO6 octahedra are
shown in grey, SiO4 tetrahedra in blue, Rb atoms in purple, and O atoms in red.
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Figure 5.5 Emission spectrum for Rb4Ta2Si8O23. Intense signal at approximately 500 nm
is a 2nd order scattering artifact of the excitation light.

Figure 5.6 Optical image of (left) Rb4Ta2Si8O23 in the absence of X-rays and (right)
Rb4Ta2Si8O23 under X-ray excitation.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.7 (a) Selected RL spectra of Rb4Ta2Si8O23 up to 500 °C. The weak intensity
observed above 700 nm for higher temperatures is originated from the blackbody radiation
of the instrument. (b) Peak intensity at 422 nm as a function of temperature.
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incrementally up to 500 °C. Similarly, to the photoluminescence spectrum, one broad
emission band is observed, this time centered at approximately 422 nm. As a quantitative
measure, the integral RL emission between 300 – 750 nm of Rb4Ta2Si8O23 was ∼47% of
BGO powder at room temperature. As expected, due to thermal quenching the increase of
temperature leads to a steady decrease of the peak intensity. However, this decrease in peak
intensity was observed to slow down and stabilize between about 100 – 300 °C. In this
temperature range, we observed approximately 50% of the peak intensity was maintained.
This is clearly seen in a plot of peak intensity at 422 nm as a function of temperature (Figure
5.7b).
Conclusion
A new tantalum silicate X-ray scintillator, Rb4Ta2Si8O23, was synthesized by high
temperature flux growth as high-quality single crystals grown from a RbCl/RbF flux. The
structure consists of infinite ribbons of SiO4 tetrahedra connected by TaO6 octahedra to
form a 3D framework. Rb4Ta2Si8O23 was found to luminescence intensely under shortwave UV light and, furthermore, scintillates intensely under exposure to X-rays.
Radioluminescence measurements revealed a resistance to thermal quenching of the
scintillation response up to 500 ºC and quantitative emission was determined to be ∼47%
of BGO powder at room temperature.
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Chapter 6
LUMINESCENCE AND SCINTILLATION IN THE NIOBIUM DOPED
OXYFLUORIDE Rb4Ge5O9F6:Nb5
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Abstract
A new niobium-doped inorganic scintillating oxyfluoride, Rb4Ge5O9F6:Nb, was
synthesized in single crystal form by high-temperature flux growth. The host structure,
Rb4Ge5O9F6, crystallizes in the orthorhombic space group Pbcn with lattice parameters a
= 6.98430(10) Å, b = 11.7265(2) Å, and c = 19.2732(3) Å, consisting of germanium
oxyfluoride layers made up of Ge3O9 units connected by GeO3F3 octahedra. In its pure
form, Rb4Ge5O9F6 shows neither luminescence nor scintillation but when doped with
niobium, Rb4Ge5O9F6:Nb exhibits bright blue luminescence and scintillation. The
isostructural doped structure, Rb4Ge5O9F6:Nb, crystallizes in the orthorhombic space
group Pbcn with lattice parameters a = 6.9960(3) Å, b = 11.7464(6) Å, and c = 19.3341(9)
Å. X-ray absorption near edge structure (XANES) and extended X-ray absorption fine
structure (EXAFS) measurements suggest that the niobium is located in an octahedral
coordination environment. Optical measurements inform us that the niobium dopant acts
as the activator. The synthesis, structure, and optical properties are reported, including
radioluminescence (RL) measurements under X-ray irradiation.
Introduction
A commonly observed process in inorganic materials is luminescence, where UV
light-excited electrons return to the ground state via the emission of light. Less common is
the additional ability of some of these materials to scintillate, where X-ray, γ-ray, or
energetic particles are the source of excitation. These materials find use as X-ray phosphors
and scintillators for positron emission tomography (PET),1 computer tomography (CT)
scanners,2 and more recently, by homeland security for improved nuclear detection
systems.
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Traditional approaches for the discovery of new luminescent (and potentially
scintillating) inorganic materials include trial-and-error incorporation of chemical elements
such as Ce3+ into the crystal structure. These elements can either fully occupy a
crystallographic site, thus creating an intrinsic scintillator, or can change a small percentage
of the host composition thus creating an extrinsic scintillator. In the latter case, often the
location of the dopant in the crystal structure cannot be determined with certainty.
It is known that several d0 cations, such as Nb5+, Ta5+, or W6+, can exhibit intense
luminescence and scintillation as self-activated luminescent oxides, with MgWO4 being a
well-known example.3 Our research group has explored the synthesis of new oxide and
oxyfluoride materials via several different synthetic routes, resulting in the discovery of
new luminescent and scintillating materials. This has recently led to the discovery of a new
self-activated luminescent silicate Rb4Ta2Si8O23 that exhibits bright blue scintillation when
exposed to X-rays.4 These efforts were continued, targeting oxyfluoride type materials that
are less abundant in the literature likely due to the relative ease with which oxides
containing inherently luminescent ions can be prepared using traditional solid-state
syntheses or hydrothermal methods. In contrast, creating oxyfluoride environments for
luminescent ions is much more challenging, as it requires a delicate balance between
oxygen and fluorine content. For this reason, we pursued flux crystal growth using metal
fluoride reagents in air to encourage the formation of oxyfluorides. Using such approaches,
our group has explored the synthesis of new oxide and oxyfluoride materials via several
different synthetic routes aimed at the discovery of new luminescent and scintillating
materials.5-11 This resulted in luminescing and scintillating flux-grown crystals of
lanthanide-containing silicates Cs3RESi4O10F (RE = Eu and Tb),12 whose optical properties
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support the proposed idea that the incorporation of fluorine into the crystal structure can
lead to increased fluorescence intensity. In addition, it led to a new hydrothermally
synthesized tungsten-based oxyfluoride, BaWO2F4, exhibiting intense, intrinsic, X-ray
scintillation, where the isolated WO2F42− species functions as the luminescence and
scintillation center.13
These discoveries prompted us to perform additional syntheses of new oxyhalide,
especially oxyfluoride, materials, and to target the incorporation of inherently optically
inactive cations, Nb5+, Ta5+, or W6+, which are, however, known to luminesce when located
in a mixed oxide fluoride coordination environment.14-16 Herein, we report the synthesis,
crystal structure, and optical properties of a new host material, Rb4Ge5O9F6, which, when
doped with the inherently optically inactive Nb5+ through high-temperature flux growth to
form Rb4Ge5O9F6:Nb, luminesces in a bright blue color under UV-light excitation, and also
scintillates under X-ray exposure. The photoluminescence quantum yield is reported, and
the scintillation response was studied by radioluminescence (RL) measurements. The local
coordination of the Nb dopant was investigated by extended X-ray absorption fine structure
(EXAFS).
Experimental
Reagents. RbCl (BeanTown Chemical, Hudson, NH, USA, 99%), GeO2 (Alfa
Aesar, Tewksbury, MA, USA, 99.999%), and Nb2O5 (Alfa Aesar, 99.9%) were used as
received. RbF (Strem, Newburyport, MA, USA, 99.8%) was also used as received,
although found to be HRbF2 following powder X-ray diffraction analysis.
Crystal Growth. Single crystals of Rb4Ge5O9F6 were grown by layering a mixture
of 2 mmol GeO2 beneath a mixture of 14 mmol of RbCl and 12.5 mmol of RbF. Reagents
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were added to a cylindrical silver crucible (1.2 cm D × 5.7 cm H) that was heated to 900
°C in air, held at that temperature for 12 h, slowly cooled to 450 °C at a rate of 6 °C/h, and
finally cooled to room temperature by turning off the furnace. The solidified flux matrix
was dissolved in water aided by sonication, and the products were isolated via vacuum
filtration. Thin, colorless plate crystals were produced along with large amounts of AgCl
powder, which was removed using a concentrated solution of sodium thiosulfate. Crystals
of Rb4Ge5O9F6 grown in these reactions do not exhibit any luminescence properties under
UV exposure.
Performing the same crystal growth procedure, but adding Nb2O5 as a dopant by
layering a mixture of 2 mmol GeO2 and 0.5 mmol Nb2O5 beneath a mixture of 14 mmol of
RbCl and 12.5 mmol of RbF, resulted in single crystals of Rb4Ge5O9F6:Nb. Again, thin,
colorless plate crystals (Figure 6.1) were produced along with AgCl, which was removed
from the crystals using sodium thiosulfate. This time, however, the crystals exhibited
significant luminescence under UV exposure.
Single-crystal X-ray diffraction. Single-crystal X-ray diffraction data were
collected on crystals produced from reactions with and without Nb2O5, at 300(2) K on a
Bruker (Madison, Wisconsin, USA) D8 QUEST diffractometer equipped with an Incoatec
(Geesthacht, Germany) IμS 3.0 microfocus radiation source (MoKα, λ = 0.71073 Å) and a
PHOTON II area detector. The crystals were mounted on a microloop using immersion oil.
The raw data reduction and absorption corrections were performed using SAINT+ and
SADABS programs.17,18 Initial structure solutions were obtained with SHELXS-2017
using direct methods and Olex2 GUI.19 Full-matrix least-square refinements against F2
were performed with SHELXL software (Version 2018/3, Georg-August Universität
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Figure 6.1 Optical microscopy image showing representative crystals of Rb4Ge5O9F6:Nb.
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Göttingen, Göttingen, Germany).20 The structures were checked for missing symmetry
with the Addsym program implemented within PLATON software (Version 200322,
Utrecht University, Utrecht, The Netherlands), and no higher symmetry was found.21
Initial refinement of the structure of the undoped crystal with all anion sites
modeled as oxygens resulted in an R1 value of 2.20%, with the highest residual electron
density peaks (max peak = 1.23 e-/Å3) being adjacent to three of the anion sites, and a
formula of Rb4Ge5O15, which has an excess charge of -6. The excess negative charge and
the residual electron density peaks adjacent to the anion sites were both clear indicators
that the material was an oxyfluoride. Freely refining the occupancy of all the oxygen sites
resulted in five oxygen sites with occupancies close to unity (103–104%) and three oxygen
sites, those with the high adjacent residual electron density peaks, with much higher
occupancies (124–126%). Freely refining these latter three sites as fluorine sites resulted
in occupancies near unity (102–103%). Fixing all anion site occupancies to unity then
resulted in the charge balanced formula of Rb4Ge5O9F6, the highest residual electron
density peaks (max peak = 0.728 e-/Å3) being located among the Rb atoms between the
slabs, and a final R1 value of 1.52%. The crystallographic data and results of the diffraction
experiments for Rb4Ge5O9F6 and Rb4Ge5O9F6:Nb are summarized in Table 6.1. No
differences in the structural models for Rb4Ge5O9F6 and Rb4Ge5O9F6:Nb were observed,
and no additional electron density was located that could indicate the location of the Nb in
the Rb4Ge5O9F6:Nb structure. Select bond lengths for Rb4Ge5O9F6 and Rb4Ge5O9F6:Nb are
listed in Table 6.2.
Powder X-ray Diffraction (PXRD). Powder X-ray diffraction data were collected
on a Bruker D2 Phaser powder X-ray diffractometer using Cu Ka radiation. The step scan
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Table 6.1 Crystallographic data for Rb4Ge5O9F6 and Rb4Ge5O9F6:Nb.
Empirical formula
Temperature (K)
Wavelength (Å)
Space group, Z
Unit cell dimensions (Å)

Volume (Å3)
Density (calculated)
(g/cm3)
Absorption coefficient
(mm-1)
F(000)
Crystal size (mm x mm x
mm)
Theta range for data
collection (°)
Index ranges
Reflections collected
Independent reflections
Data / restraints /
parameters
Goodness-of-fit on F2
Final R indices
[I>2sigma(I)]
R indices (all data)
Largest diff. peak and
hole

Rb4Ge5O9F6
302(2)
0.71073
Pbcn, 4
a = 6.98430(10)
b = 11.7265(2)
c = 19.2732(3)
1578.50(4)
4.051

Rb4Ge5O9F6:Nb
303(2)
0.71073
Pbcn, 4
a = 6.9960(3)
b = 11.7464(6)
c = 19.3341(9)
1588.83(13)
4.025

21.768

21.626

1736
0.06 x 0.03 x 0.02

1736
0.04 x 0.03 x 0.005

3.40 to 36.31

3.39 to 31.61

-9<=h<=9, -16<=k<=16, 27<=l<=24
36504
2297 [R(int) = 0.0410]
2297 / 0 / 120

-9<=h<=9, -16<=k<=16, 27<=l<=27
106148
2317 [R(int) = 0.0890]
2317 / 0 / 119

1.144
R1 = 0.0152,
wR2 = 0.0335
R1 = 0.0164,
wR2 = 0.0338

1.089
R1 = 0.0245,
wR2 = 0.0513
R1 = 0.0335,
wR2 = 0.0563

0.728 and -0.464 e.Å
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-3

1.464 and -0.873 e.Å

-3

Table 6.2 Selected Interatomic Distances (Å) for Rb4Ge5O9F6 and Rb4Ge5O9F6:Nb.
Ge1-F1
Ge1-F2
Ge1-F3
Ge1-O1
Ge1-O2
Ge1-O5

Rb4Ge5O9F6
1.8290(12)
1.8252(12)
1.8374(12)
1.8237(14)
1.8569(14)
1.8527(14)

Rb4Ge5O9F6:Nb
1.828(2)
1.831(2)
1.841(2)
1.833(3)
1.863(3)
1.861(3)

Ge2-O1
Ge2-O2
Ge2-O3
Ge2-O4

1.7168(14)
1.7607(10)
1.7232(14)
1.7777(13)

1.714(3)
1.727(3)
1.7614(18)
1.779(3)

Ge3-O4
Ge3-O4
Ge3-O5
Ge3-O5

1.7727(13)
1.7727(13)
1.7269(14)
1.7270(14)

1.772(3)
1.772(3)
1.728(3)
1.728(3)
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covered the angular range 5–65° 2θ in steps of 0.04°. Experimental and calculated PXRD
data for Rb4Ge5O9F6:Nb are provided data for Rb4Ge5O9F6:Nb are provided in Figure 6.2.
Inductively Coupled Plasma Optical Emission Spectrometry (ICP-OES). ICPOES was performed using a Perkin Elmer (Waltham, Massachusetts) Avio 200
spectrometer on digested samples of Rb4Ge5O9F6 and Rb4Ge5O9F6:Nb. The digestion
process was carried out with a PerkinElmer’s Titan MPS microwave sample preparation
system. Crystalline samples of around 10.0 mg were loaded in TeflonTM vials with 8 mL
of aqua regia (ratio mixture of 8 mL HNO3, 4 mL of HCl, and 3 mL of DI water). The
TeflonTM vials were placed in a microwave-programmable oven. The temperature
increased to 175 °C by 5 °C/min and 30 bars. Then, the samples were held at this
temperature for 10 min followed by cooling to 50 °C at 1 °C/min. The samples were then
cooled down to room temperature without rate control for two hours before removing the
vials. The dissolved samples in aqua regia solutions were diluted to achieve the appropriate
concentrations using 5 wt% HNO3 in water. The calibration curves were measured for Rb,
Ge, and Nb in various concentrations and using appropriate optical mode (by radial or axial
detectors). The molar ratio of the mixed salts was determined by ICP–OES for digested
samples calibrated by the High–Purity Standards (HPS). The overall precision was ± 1
mole%.
Optical Properties. The photoluminescence response was determined using an
Edinburgh Instruments (Livingston, United Kingdom) FLS1000 photoluminescence
spectrometer on ground single crystals of Rb4Ge5O9F6:Nb. The emission scan was
collected at an excitation wavelength of 254 nm. The photoluminescence quantum yield
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Intensity
*

*

Figure 6.2 Powder X-ray diffraction pattern for Rb4Ge5O9F6:Nb. * denote Kβ peaks. The
experimental and theoretical patterns are shown in black and red, respectively.
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was measured using an Edinburgh Instruments FS5 Spectrofluorometer with an SC-30
integrating sphere.
Scintillation. Radioluminescence (RL) measurements were carried out using a
customer-designed configuration of the Freiberg Instruments (Frieberg, Germany) Lexsyg
spectrofluorometer equipped with a Varian Medical Systems (Crawley, United Kingdom)
VF-50J X-ray tube with a tungsten target. The X-ray source was coupled with a Crystal
Photonics CXD-S10 photodiode for continuous radiation intensity monitoring. The light
emitted by the sample was collected by an Andor Technology (Belfast, United Kingdom)
SR-OPT-8024 optical fiber connected to an Andor Technology Shamrock 163 spectograph
coupled to a cooled (−80 °C) Andor Technology DU920P-BU Newton CCD camera
(spectral resolution of ~0.5 nm/pixel). Powdered sample was filled into ~8 mm diameter,
0.5 mm deep cups, thus allowing for relative RL intensity between different samples.
Bismuth germanium oxide (BGO) powder (Alfa Aesar Puratronic, 99.9995% (metals
basis)) was used as a reference. RL was measured under continuous X-ray irradiation (W
lines together with bremsstrahlung radiation) 40 kV, 1 mA) with an integration time of 5
s. RL measurements as a function of temperature were executed under continuous heating
with a 0.5 °C/s heating rate up to 450 °C and a 10 s integration time. Thus, temperature
increased by 5 °C during the acquisition of each spectrum. Spectra were labeled by the
starting acquisition temperature. Spectra were automatically corrected using the spectral
response of the system determined by the manufacturer.
Scintillation images of Rb4Ge5O9F6:Nb single crystals were taken using a digital
camera inside a Rigaku (Tokyo, Japan) Ultima IV diffractometer equipped with a Cu Kα
source (λ = 1.54018 Å).
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Extended X-ray Absorption Fine Structure (EXAFS). Specimens for EXAFS
analysis were prepared for a known crystalline sample, Cs5Nb3O3F14, and for Nb-doped
Rb4Ge5O9F6, by dilution of the sample with BN to achieve approximately 1 absorption
length attenuation in transmission geometry at the Nb K edge. Samples were measured at
the MRCAT beamline (10-ID) at the Advanced Photon Source. Both transmission and
fluorescence signals were collected in parallel for both specimens and the fluorescence data
were corrected for self-absorption. Data analysis was performed using the Demeter suite.22
Results and Discussion
Crystal Structure. The host structure, Rb4Ge5O9F6, crystallizes in the
orthorhombic space group Pbcn with lattice parameters of a = 6.98430(10) Å, b =
11.7265(2) Å, and c = 19.2732(3) Å. The crystal structure is composed of germanium
oxyfluoride layers consisting of isolated GeO3F3 octahedra that are connected by cyclic
Ge3O9 units (Figure 6.3c); the cyclic Ge3O9 units were previously observed in the optically
inactive (NH4)4[(GeO2)3(GeO1.5F3)2]·0.67H2O.23 The GeO3F3 octahedra in Rb4Ge5O9F6,
shown in Figure 6.3a, have three Ge-O bonds with distances of 1.821(2)–1.859(2) Å, and
three, on average, slightly shorter Ge-F bonds with distances of 1.825(2)–1.8371(19) Å.
Cyclic Ge3O9 units, shown in Figure 6.3b, consisting of corner sharing GeO4 tetrahedra
with Ge-O bond lengths of 1.717(2)–1.7791(19) Å, connect the GeO3F3 octahedra through
each oxygen atom to form the Ge5O9F64− germanium oxyfluoride layers. The fluorine
atoms terminate the layers and are oriented towards the Rb atoms, which separate the
layers. The layers repeat along the c-axis to form the overall structure, shown in Figure 6.4.
Optical Properties. Crystals of Rb4Ge5O9F6:Nb were found to exhibit roomtemperature luminescence when exposed to UV light. The emission spectrum for
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(a)

(c)

(b)

Figure 6.3 Illustration of (a) GeO3F3 octahedra, (b) Ge3O9 unit, and (c) their connectivity
to form the germanium oxyfluoride layer. Germanium octahedra are shown in grey,
germanium tetrahedra in orange, oxygen in red, and fluorine in green.

Figure 6.4 Representation of the single crystal structure of Rb4Ge5O9F6. Rubidium atoms
are shown in blue, GeO3F3 octahedra in grey, GeO4 tetrahedra in orange, oxygen atoms in
red, and fluorine atoms in green.
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Rb4Ge5O9F6:Nb, when excited at 254 nm, is shown in Figure 6.5. It can be seen that the
material exhibits fluorescence with one broad emission peak in the 375–650 nm range. The
broad peak is centered at ~478 nm, which lies within the blue region of the visible spectrum
and is consistent with the blue emission observed in crystals exposed to 254 nm UV light,
shown in the Figure 6.5 inset. The photoluminescence quantum yield was measured on a
powder sample and was found to be 17.9%. Due to the lack of a luminescent center and
the absence of luminescence in the pure Rb4Ge5O9F6 host crystals, but the presence of
luminescence in Rb4Ge5O9F6:Nb, we conclude that Nb doping is responsible for the
observed luminescence. To confirm and quantify the presence of Nb in Rb4Ge5O9F6, the
elemental composition of the crystals was measured using ICP-OES. Several single
crystals grown from reactions containing Nb2O5 were digested in aqua regia and analyzed
for Rb, Ge, and Nb concentrations. For comparison and as a control, single crystals grown
in the absence of the Nb2O5 precursor, which exhibit no room temperature luminescence,
were also digested in aqua regia and the same analysis was performed. It was determined
that the crystals grown in the presence of Nb2O5 contained an average concentration of
0.82(6)% atomic percent Nb (cationic), while the sample grown in the absence of Nb
yielded a measured concentration of <0.01% atomic percent, which is within the
experimental uncertainty of the technique. The experimental results clearly indicate the
presence of Nb within the crystals and corroborate the importance of Nb for the
luminescence activation of Rb4Ge5O9F6.
Crystals of Rb4Ge5O9F6:Nb were also found to scintillate upon exposure to X-rays
(Cu Kα radiation) and the blue scintillation is shown in Figure 6.6. The scintillation
response of powdered Rb4Ge5O9F6:Nb was investigated under X-ray irradiation through
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Figure 6.5 Photoluminescence spectra and optical image of Rb4Ge5O9F6:Nb crystals under
UV light.

Figure 6.6 Optical images of Rb4Ge5O9F6:Nb crystals in the absence of X-rays (left) and
of the same crystals scintillating under X-ray excitation (right).
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RL measurements. Figure 6.7 shows the RL spectrum for Rb4Ge5O9F6:Nb, with the most
intense spectrum acquired just above room temperature. The similarities of this spectrum
to the emission spectrum under 254 nm light are clear, with the maximum of the RL
spectrum occurring at 480 nm. Integral emission was determined to be ~2% of BGO
powder at room temperature.
The scintillation thermal quenching was investigated through the acquisition of RL
spectra at high temperatures (Figure 6.7).24-27 As expected, the peak intensity was quenched
with increasing temperature, and no emissions were observed above about 400 °C. Figure
6.8 highlights the behavior of peak intensity as a function of temperature. A short plateau
up to about 350 K followed by a continuous decay was fitted using the Mott-Seitz model,
where the RL intensity I is given by: I = Io/(1 + Ce−W/kT), with Io being the intensity at room
temperature, W the activation energy for non-radiative recombination, k Boltzman’s
constant, T the temperature in K, and C a constant.28 It is important to note that transport
losses are included in the scintillation process and that such effects end up being
incorporated in the proposed thermal quenching analysis. These results are shown in Figure
6.8 as a continuous red line and yielded a thermal quenching activation energy of 0.38 eV.
EXAFS. The low Nb concentration within crystals of Rb4Ge5O9F6, <1% as
determined by ICP-OES, contributed to a small amount of extra electron density relative
to the undoped structure. Consequently, the location of Nb was not determinable using
single-crystal X-ray diffraction data. To investigate the Nb local coordination environment,
EXAFS measurements were performed. The results of the Nb K-edge experiments suggest
Nb to be located in a six-fold coordination environment with bond lengths of approximately
2.0 Å. The approach included fitting the EXAFS signal for the known crystalline material,
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Figure 6.7 Selected RL spectra for Rb4Ge5O9F6:Nb up to 405 °C.

Figure 6.8 RL peak intensity at high temperatures (solid circles) together with fitting based
on the Mott-Seitz model (red line).
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Cs5Nb3O3F14, which had a large edge jump and clear EXAFS signal from the absorption
edge near 19 keV out to 19.8 keV, providing EXAFS data out to approximately 15 Å−1.
The Nb ions in Cs5Nb3O3F14 formed pairs of corner-shared NbOF5 octahedra and, although
different from the coordination environment of Ge in Rb4Ge5O9F6, (GeO3F3), which is
expected to be occupied by Nb, Cs5Nb3O3F14 provides a reliable standard for evaluating
the data fitting approach. The results of measurements in fluorescence mode were fitted to
the known structural model by refining only the amplitude reduction factor and the DebyeWaller factor for the first coordination sphere; see Figure 6.9. Figure 6.10 demonstrates
that the single crystal model fits the EXAFS data well. The first shell bond lengths include
one short Nb-O bond near 1.7 Å and 5 Nb-F bonds ranging from 1.9 to 2.2 Å.
The EXAFS spectrum for Rb4Ge5O9F6:Nb was of lower intensity, Figure 6.10, with
a small absorption edge step, rendering the amplitudes unreliable for direct determination
of the coordination number. However, the bond lengths can be easily extracted from these
results using a single-path fit. The parent structure has three distinct Ge sites, two of which
are tetrahedral with 1.74 and 1.75 Å average Ge-O bond lengths and one of which is
octahedral with an average Ge-O bond length of 1.84 Å. Nb5+ replacing a Ge ion leads to
three possible Nb configurations: all octahedral, all tetrahedral, or a mix of both. The model
yields an average Nb first coordination shell at 2.03(4) Å, suggesting that the coordination
is 6-fold. A related oxide structure with similar polyhedral linkages, Cs2Nb4O11, has
average Nb-O distances of 1.85 Å in tetrahedral coordination and 1.97 Å in octahedral
coordination.29 The EXAFS data suggest octahedral coordination for the niobium given
that the bond lengths derived from the EXAFS data are close to those found for octahedral
Ge-F and Ge-O bond lengths and, in fact, slightly longer, which is consistent with the fact
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Figure 6.9 EXAFS fit (magnitude (top) and real part (bottom)) to the Cs5Nb3O3F14
specimen using the single crystal model. Real space data has not been plotted with phase
shift correction so bond lengths appear shorter than reported. Fitting parameters include:
amplitude reduction factor = 0.83(7) and energy zero = -0.2(9) eV using three paths for the
nearest neighbor oxygen and two nearest neighbor fluorine ions with Debye-Waller factors
fixed at values of 0.001 A2. Refinement R factor = 0.03 with reduced chi-squared of 2529.

Figure 6.10 EXAFS fit (magnitude (top) and real part (bottom)) to the Rb4Ge5O9F6:Nb
specimen with focus on determining first shell bond lengths. Real space data has not been
plotted with phase shift correction so bond lengths appear shorter than reported. The
refined values indicate the first shell average bond length, fit using one path, is 2.03(4) Å.
The refined Debye-Waller factor is 0.003(2)A2, with a refinement R factor of 0.03 with
reduced chi-squared of 3459.
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that they represent Nb-F and Nb-O bonds.
Conclusions
In summary, a new inorganic scintillating material, Rb4Ge5O9F6:Nb, was
discovered and prepared in single crystal form through niobium doping using a hightemperature RbCl/RbF flux. The crystal structure consists of layers containing GeO3F3
octahedra connected by cyclic Ge3O9 units, with the layers separated by Rb atoms. The
crystals emit bright blue light under UV light exposure and, additionally, emit blue light
under X-ray radiation. The observed fluorescence is caused by a small percentage of Nb
incorporated into the structure that likely occupies an octahedral coordination environment,
as suggested by EXAFS experiments.
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